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[1a]
Walls-end 26th. Sep. 1841

to the advance of Money for the Seaham Winning –
the Memorandum, alluded to – arose out of the joint pro-

My Dear Sir
I found you Letter of the 13th. Inst.
th

position, of Morton & the Hetton Representatives. It was

from Dublin & that of the 20 . from Dover, waiting for me

proposed by them that £15000 P. Share shd. be advanced by

at N. Castle yesterday, on my return from Belfast, where

each party – to secure the means of carrying on the work

in ignorance of your movements I had gone from Glasgow, in

in consequence of the doubts they feel of our paying up the

the hope of meeting you before you Started foe Dublin. As

Calls, for that purpose punctually. It was answer every

soon as I landed at Belfast, I inquired at Dr. McDonnells &

purpose to advance the Money as required, & wd. I have

Mr. Davison’s Office – from both of which I learnt that you

no doubt suit them better than advancing the £15000 all

had left for the Continent. So I made the best of my way

at once. But in this Case they would require a Satisfactory

home again. I am sorry to learn that your complaint

Guarantee, that the Instalments would be punctually pd.

seems to be something of a chronic nature, which may

when called for. The truth is entre nous, that they are

render it tedious, but hope the change of Air will ulti-

afraid of having any Money transactions with Lord L.

mately remove it.

and I really do not see how that difficulty is to be
got over. Matters remain in Statu quo between Ld.

I have not yet heard from J. Gregson
relative to your Arrangements with him – only a Note

L. and myself – I have not had any further communicatn.

to say that he had returned the Dft. of the Rainton

with him,since the Letter I sent you.

Lease to Chaytor for engrossment & that he had no

I saw Morton, yesterday, who had had a talk with

th

doubt it would all be ready for Sealing on the 28 .

his Ldp. at the Bazzar & found him very Courteous &

t

but he says nothing about the paym . of the Fine which

communicative – he had not taken ant part in the

I presume is all arranged. I entirely approve of

Election & did not seem to regret Ld. Howicks’ [success]

your decision, in going to the Continent, as I hope, altho’

not to shew any feeling about it. The Bazzar

I regret your absence that it will in the end restore
your health & Save time.

With respect to
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2.
Walls-end 27th. Sep. 1841

it seems has succeeded very well. I am going to
Pensher to-morrow, to see how all matters are going on
and will write again at the end of the Week. I will

My Dear Sir
Thanks for the pains you have

write you a Weekly Letter during your absence, which

taken to save me the trouble of a sleeveless errand

will not I hope be longer than you anticipate, altho’

– it was certainly vexatious enough to have had such as

I wd. by no means advise you to return too soon – that

abortive trip. Yet it was not altogether lost labour, as

is to say, ‘till the beneficial effects of the Climate

it gave me an opportunity of seeing a little of the High-

are firmly established – as November in
England is by no means a propitious
Month for Invalids.

land Scenery, by a Voyage to the Island of Arran, which
I should not otherwise have done.
Your Letter of the 22d. from Ayr, came to hand

yesterday, as did also that of the 25th. It is to be

Morton Says that Lady Durham

regretted that Mr. Groom will be “a Day behind the

is going to Rome, to spend the Winter

“Fare” – with the Money for the Fine – as I assured

I shall be very anxious to hear from you
at every opportunity, and sincerely wishing you to reap

Chaytor & Boyd, that it would be quite ready, and

all the benefit from your excursion, that you anticipate

I cannot imagine why it should not be so. I make

I remain My Dear Sir

no doubt however, that the Lease will be Sealed to-

Your’s very truly

morrow.

o

Jn . Buddle
d

c

I feel that I should like to have a talk

r

Edw . M Donnell Esq .

with you on various matters relative to our present
and prospective Position. I have to meet Mr. Robt.
Stephenson – the Engineer, at Dowlais in So. Wales
about

[Bud-60-6]
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3.
Newcastle 27th. Sep. 1841

about the middle of next Month, and I would come
round by London, on my return for the purpose of
seeing you. As by that time I expect you will have
returned from Devonshire.
The putting down of the £15000 for the Seaham

My Dear Sir
Circumstances have occurred since
I returned from Ireland, which, under my going to
London at present unnecessary. I therefore write to

Winning, is not the proposition of the Hetton Co. alone,

say, that any time between this, and the 20th. Inst. will

but the joint proposition of them & Lady Durham, as

suit me to meet you at Dowlais, and I shall be

neither of them will take our Word, about Money –

glad if any time during that period will suit your

matters. And they are completely bamboozled, as to

convenience. Pray drop me a Line, as soon as you

the propriety of going into this Partnership Concern at

can see your way in this, and oblige

all with us. It appears to me that in this affair
the above named Parties have “catched a [Tarter]”

Your’s truly
Jno. Buddle

I am my Dr. Sir

Robt. Stephenson Esqr.

Your’s faithfully
Jno. Buddle
Jno. Gregson Esqr.
[Bud-60-6]

4.

[4a]
th

Pensher 28 . Sep. 1841
My Dear Sir

of placing myself in the Gap, to fight against
those comparative trifles, when arrangements have

The enclosed is the Copy of a memot

been made with Hunter to advance £450 P. Mo.

randum, which Tom Prosser – bro . to me last Evg.

towards the reconstruction – the pmt. of which has

and I have given him the requisite facilities for

already commenced. Hunters’ whole time at

obtaining the Information Required, which will be

Present, almost, is taken up, in running after Ld.

a job of some duration.

L_’s dirty work – Shipping Tradesmen, renewing
d

Lord L. & the Family, are still at Wyn .

Bills &c. I recd. a Letter from Mr. Mc.

after having had a very Successful Campaign at

Donnell yesterday on his arrival at Calais – he thinks

Sunderland with the Bazzar – but they start for

himself if anything a little better – certainly not

Ireland on Friday the 1st. Octr. to remain a couple

worse. He talks of returning about the 1st. of

of Months. In the mean-time, the Hunting Stud

December – but this of course must depend on

is to be quartered upon us at the Grange – the

the State of his health I am my Dear Sir

t

Your’s truly

Forge to be charged to his Ldps. Acco . We are
d

Jno. Buddle

also to send Stones to Wyn . for the Window Jambs
&c. to be charged of course. So that we are relapsing into the old jog-trot way of Springing
upon ourselves And I really don’t see the use
[Bud-60-6]

Jno. Gregson Esqr.

5.

6.
th

Newcastle Tyne 1st. Octr. 1841

Newcastle 29 . Sep. 1841
My Dear Sir

My Dear Sir John
I have received a Letter from Mr.

I met N. Wood, here, this
Afternoon – he informs me that you offered to take

Rt. Stephenson, to say, that the Week, between the

£1750 for the Wideopen Lease, when he saw you

25th. and 31st. Inst. will suit him to meet me at

the other day. After some talk with him he said

Dowlais. He is to be at this place, from the 11th. to

he wd. give this Sum – provided you would take

the 15th. when I shall most likely see him, and been

Pmt. by Bills at [b]_12_& 18 Mo. without Intt. This

abled to state more precisely the time when we

part of the Subject, I told him, I was not authorized

are to meet at Dowlais. I fully expect that this

to go into. He then said he would write you, by

appointment will Stand good & remain My Dr. Sir John

this Post. I observed that I hardly thought you wd.

Your’s faithfully
Jno. Buddle

forgo the Interest I really think you ought not
to Slip your hold of Wood, as I don’t think any

Sir J.Guest Bt. M.P.

one else will make such an offer. He surely
cannot be aware of the deteriorated State of the Seam
next Burradon Colly. – or he wd. not think of buying the Lease

Your’s my Dear Sir
faithfully

o

r

Jno. Buddle

Jn . Gregson Esq .
[Bud-60-6]
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8.
Newcastle Tyne 2d. Octr. 1841

My Dear Sir

My Dear Sir

I merely write to say that I have
d

Walls-end Sa. Evg. 2d. Octr. 1841

th

rece . Your Letter of the 29 . Ulto. and that the

I met N. Wood at Donkin’s ordinary this afternoon and communicated your

time you name viz. between the 24th. & 31st. Inst. will

Offer of yesterday, of the Wide-open Lease, to him,

suit me very well, to meet you at Dowlais.

He grumbled about the Interest, but I told him
if the purchase was worth his notice, the Intt.

I have made my arrangements accordingly, and
hope nothing will occur to prevent our meeting during

was a mere drop in the bucket, and that he should

the period named.

not haggle about it.
Your’s faithfully

After some wavering, he said he though

o

Jn . Buddle
t

the must meet your wishes in some way, or other

r

and that he wd. write you to-morrow. My

R . Stephenson Esq .

opinion is that if you Stick-up to the Intt.
he will come to your hand
Your’s truly
Jno. Buddle
John Gregson Esqr.
[Bud-60-6]
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r

Pensher Octr. 1841

Newcastle 2 . Oct . 1841
Dear Sirs
As I have had several applications

My Dear Sir
I received your Letter of 22d. Sep.

for the particulars of the sale of Tanfield-moor

from Calais on the 2d. Inst. by which I was glad to learn

Colliery. I will thank you to send me a few

that you found yourself quite a well after crossing the

Copies, as soon as they are printed.

Channel as expected. By this I hope you will

I set out on a professional Journey into

have recd. my Letters which had not reached you on the

Staffordshire on the 18th. Inst. and expect to be in

22d. of Sep. and I am glad to say that all matters

London between the 21st. and 24th. When I shall

here, are going on as well as the general State of the

do myself the pleasure of paying my respects to

Trade will permit. There is a good demand for the Coals in

you & remain Dear Sirs

London – but the prices continue very low – the best ran-

Your’s truly

ging between 19/- & 21/- to 21/ 6 and the inferior Sorts

o

Jn . Buddle

at all prices, as low as 13/- or 14/- P. ton. The con-

rs

sumption in London is greatly increasing – probably in

Mess . Oliverson Denby & Lavie

consequence of the low prices – the Importation for
the Year endg. the 30th. Sep. 1841 being 200,000 tons
more than for the year ending at the same period 1840
Still we are not benefited by this increase, as the
has begun.

increase of new Colls. & augmentation of the general

I am my Sir your’s faithfully

Wm. Russell Esqr.

Jno. Buddle

Bases – by which the Issues, are Kept down, has

[Bud-60-6]
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More than Kept pace with the increased demand.
The general Bases of the 3 Rivers are as under
In 1840

In 1841

Increase in 1841

[10b]
the present low & ruinous Freights. It seems impossible
for them to do this much longer-especially as the Winter
is approaching. But besides this the difficulties, and ir-

Tyne – – 2,980,000 – – – 3,692,000 – – – – – 712,000

regularities which the Commee. meet with, Render it almost

Wear – – 1,800,000 – – – 2,957,000 – – – – 1,157,000

impossible for them to carry on the Regulation, and

Tees – –

according to present appearances, I think they will shortly

800,000 – – – 1,184,000 – – – – – 384,000
5,880,000 – – – 7,833,000 – – – – 2,253,000
s

Considering the number of new Coll . which are still

be obliged to call a general Meetg. of the Trade, and
declare their inability longer to conduct its’ affairs. It

opening out, this is but a gloomy prospect – yet our

is undoubtedly desirable that this could be delayed ‘till

monthly Issues up to the end of Sep. exceed by 3 to the

the beginng. of Decr. as we must if possible maintain

m. the issues of the last year up to the same period.

our prices ‘till the end of the Year.

Up to Sep. last the Monthly Issues were 418 – to the
same period last year they were 415 to the Thousand. Which

The Rainton Colly. & Farm Leases
As I am yet without any intelligence from J. Gregson,

shews that the Coast-trade, must have increased very

or Groom, as to these matters, I sent a note to Chaytor

considerably, as the London-trade. Many of the

this Mg. to inquire if the Leases were Sealed on the 28th.

inferior Colls. however, have not been able to vend their

Sep. & if the Fines were yet paid. He answered that

Issues & a very far Short.

he has not yet heard of the Money for the Fines having
been paid into Hoare’s – to the credit of the Dean &

The Regulation is in a most unsatisfactory state &
in my opinion cannot be carried on beyond the end of

Chapter according to Agreemt. but he has omitted to

the year – As it is now only beneficial to the best

say whether the Leases were Sealed. I however in-

Colls. and can only continue so to them so long

for that they were Signed, as he states the Amot.

as the Ship-owners will continue to carry the Coals at
[Bud-60-6]

[10c]
of the Fines & Fees as below

£

The fines on the renewal of the farm leases 2895.. 9..10¼
Seal fees – – – – – – – –

64.. 7.. 0
£2959..16..10¼

Fines on renewal of Colly. Leases – – – – 10,000.. 0.. 0
Seal fees &c. – – – – – –

56..17.. 4
£1056..17.. 4

From the above it appears that my remonstrance
against the Amot. of the Fines on the Farm Leases has
been unavailing however taking the Colly. & Farms
together I consider the whole a Capital bargain, and

[10d]
I have been to the Harbour this Afternoon – very
bad Weather and a tremendous Sea – but there are as
many light Ships in, as will keep us going I hope
‘till the Storm abates.
Braddyll’s Vending year closed on the 30th. Ulto.
– it is the best they ever made & I expect they will go
on increasing as it must be to their advantage to do so –
and the new Winning is a heavy drag on their finances
Their Shipments at the Harbour, the five years
are as below.

Ch.

1837 – – – – 20,538

Each year ending

heartily congratulate you on its’ achievement. With

8 – – – – 13,460

the speculative Crew, in the Durham & Sunderland

9 – – – – 15,968 – 13223

Rail-way Co. who are hanging open our Skirts, and
ready to pounce upon such a Prize a Rainton Colly.
would be – as a Customer to their Railway – independently of its Value as a Colliery Speculator. I can-

30th. Sep.

1840 – – – – 15,968
1 – – – – 23,815 – 23,815
I have not had any Further Communication with
Morton & the Hetton Co. on the affair of the Seaham

not but think the renewal of the Lease, a most

Winning, since I returned from Ireland. N. Wood is

important object gained to the family, as regards it’s

a good deal occupied with the subject of the Junction

influence & consequence not only in the Coal-trade

Branch of the Great Northern Railway, which is to come

but also potentially & generally in this part of the Country

past, here, by the Victoria Bridge. They are to go to

I

Parliament next Session, and are making all [perports]

[Bud-60-6]

[10e]
preparations for that purpose. This will give the chance
of another haul for coming through the Grange.

11.
Private

Pensher 5th. Octr. 1841

My Dear Sir

I attended the Monthly meeting of the Committee

The accompanying Letter of this date

at Chester yesterday – 30 P. m. was issued for the first

may be considered as a sort of demi-official, which it it will

Fortt. of the Month.

save you any trouble & you shd. find it necessary you

Lady Durham left Lambton, on the 2d. for

can anclose to Ld. L._ which will I expect meet your wishes

Rome – to Spend the Winter there. I am

as expressed in a later Letter. There are constantly minor

anxious to hear from you again & helping to

points, however, occurring, on which I shall feel it requisite

t

receive a good Acco . I remain
My Dear Sir
Your’s faithfully
Jno. Buddle
Edwd. McDonnell Esqr.

to write you Privately & which could not with propriety be
embodied in Letters containing information which you might
deem it necessary to forward to Ld. L.
His Ldp. was at Seaham last Sundy. the 3d. to look at
Prosser’s B[a]sh, which he is improving & it was understood
that he wd. Start for Ireland, either yesterday, or to-day
Yesterday Week, the 27th. Ulto. he sent Tom Prosser – old Prosser’s
Son, here with a Paper of which the enclosed is a Copy. The
young Man, had made a statement of the Money expended in
buildg. & furnishing Wynd. And I gave him the Requiste facilities
for satisfying his Ldp’s. inquiries here. The object of this I

presume, is, to shew the great Sums he has expended on the Property. But if this shd. be the Case – the Sums received should
also be stated. The Hunting Stud is to be quartered at
[Bud-60-6]
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[11b]

at the Grange – the Forage to be supplied from the Colly. Grange

Seaham comes of Age, by some means, or other to get quit of

and Charged to Ld. L_’s Accot. 12 tons of Stone, for the archi-

the Trust & of your Administration. People are speculating on

trives of the Windows are ordered to be sent to Wynyard.

the Results & Morton, is in a bad way about it – especially as re-

In those orders no reference has been made to me, and as

gards our mutual way-leave Agreet. He thinks that under

they only amot. to trifles I have not made any objection, or

such a Change the chance of his going on comfortably is too

comment, as they are not worth keeping ones-self in Warm

great a Risk to run – he is therefore pausing upon the prudence

Water about. Hunter has been employed while Ld. L. has been at

of entering into this Agreet. as he is inclined to think that Lady

Wynyard almost wholly in running after his Bill transactions

D. had better at once lay an independent Line. Should this

s

and in arranging the Election Accot . Notice of one Writ was

take place, it will deprive Ld. L. of the benefit of leading Lady

served on his Ldp. for a dishonoured Bill of £150 by Gibson, the

Durham’s Coals, to the amot. of £1500 P. Ann.

Painter in Newcastle – but Hunter was furnished with a Cheque

All those matters require reflection, and I hope your health

on Coutts for the Amot. and got the matter settled But still

will be so improved as to allow of your return in time

there are more Bills of Gibson’s, as well as others running, and

to make arrangements for the great change which must un-

more mischief may be apprehended.

avoidably take place in those concerns, in the event of L d. L.

Morton & the Hetton Co. are at a loss to know how to proceed in the Seaham & Seaton Affair. The Hetton Co. are a
Body which never dies – but not so with Ld. L. and Lady D_m.
In the event of Lady Durhams death a long Minority under

taking the reins of Governt. into his own hands. And I feel
desirous of having a discussion with Jno. Gregson on the subject
Towards the latter end of the Mo. I have to go to Dowglais
in So. Wales to endeavour to wind up the old affair which has been

a Trust, might ensue, and in case of Ld. L_’s death, no body

hanging in the wind for 7 Years between the Marqs. of Bute &

Knows what might happen. To avoid those Contingencies it is

Sr. J. Guest, & as Railway travelling is now so expeditious I

that Morton & the Hetton Co. propose the advance of the

Propose taking London, in my way for the purpose of having

£15000 P. Share, or a guarantee, that the Money will be forth-

a full discussion with J. Gregson, on all matters.

d

Hindhaugh has been here to day – his Letter to you relative

coming when Req . and how is this to be accomplished?
d

d

to the pmt. of the £1500 Instalt. for Sunfield & [Tamurs] Debt

The idea has got abroad, that L . L. will manage, when L .
[Bud-60-6]
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12
Newcastle 9th. Octr. 1841

had not it seems reached you in time for him to receive your
answer, and as no orders to the Contrary had been recd.

My Dear Sir

at Coutts’, the money was paid.
We have had a good Harvest, and an excellent

In compliance with yours of the
th

6 . I have seen N. Wood to day & will send him the

Crop – all Secured – but the price of Wheat is down to

Copies of the Wide-open Leases (which are at Walls-end)

60/- P. Quarter for the best – 3 or 4 Weeks ago, the

to-morrow. He wishes to look them over, to see that

Price, was 80/- – So much for our wise protecting

they do not contain any C[oasts.] that may obstruct his

Duty on Corn. When the Farmers have none to

views in making the Purchase – which I think there

Sell-up go prices – when the Crop comes off the

is no fear of. I don’t therefore, anticipate, any im-

Ground & they are obliged to sell to raise their

pediment to the completion of the Bargain.

Martinmas Rents – then down tumble the Price !!!
No doubt the price will be up again in the
Spring & in the mean-time we must hold
I am my Dear Sir
Your’s faithfully
o

Jn . Buddle
d

c

r

Edw . M Donnell Esq .

Lord Londonderry inquires of me – thro’ Mr. Webb
the Town Agent, at Seaham Harbour, if the Ground
for the Church has been conveyed? This I don’t Know
& will therefore, thank you to write to Mr. Webb
direct to enable him to answer this question, as it
is possible that I may not receive a Letter from you
for some time.
I have not recd. any Letters from Mr. McDonnell

[Bud-60-6]
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13.

d

Walls-end 11th. Octr. 1841

since he arrived at Calais, on the 22 . Sep. and it is not
likely that he will receive our Letters ‘till he finds a

My Dear Sir James

halting place – as they must be following him from Town

It is my intention to be in London
st

on the 21 . Inst. when I shall hope to have

to Town.
Now as to my own Movements – I leave

the pleasure of seeing you – to discuss the Tanfield-

home this day Week – shall be at the Red Lion, Wolverhampth

ton on the 18 . – go to Badger-hall, the Seat of Cheney

published, but I have several applications

r

th

Esq . That afternoon – remain there ‘till the Eveng. of the 20 .
st

and will be in London, at the Tavistock, on Thursdy. to 21 .
I purpose remaining in London ‘till Sunday Evg. the 24th.
and then to take the Great Western, to Bristol & so on to
Cardiff & Dowlais. I expect you will have returned from
st

moor affair. The Conditions of Sale, are not yet

th

for information respecting the Colliery, and there seems
to be a much greater stir about the Sale on the
present, than on the former occasion !!!
I have recd. a Letter from Mr. Prior, requesting an
offer for the Shipment of 500 tons P. Mo. of T. moor, or

Devonshire between the 21 . & the 24 . to allow me the op-

Pontop Coals. I have replied that under present

portunity of having a discussion with you upon our

circumstances I cannot very well make him an

Trust Affairs &c. – which is my chief inducement for

Offer – but that I expect to be in London on the

coming to London.

21st. or 22d. when if not too late, I shall be glad
to see him, on the Subject – in fact I wish to con-

I am my Dear Sir
Your’s faithfully
o

r

Jn . Gregson Esq .

sult you on this matter & remain Your’s faithfully
o

Jno. Buddle

Jn . Buddle

My professional Charge for the Wideopen Affair

Sr. Jas. Duke M.P.

is 8 or 10 Guineas – if you can Afford it
[Bud-60-6]

[14a Blank Page]
21st. to have a consultation with Jno. Gregson on all

14
Walls-end 16th. Octr. 1841

matters and more especially as to the best mode of

[14b]

My Dear Sir

dealing with our Partners on the Seaham Affair. &

I have not received a Letter from

I will write you again from London after I have

you since you left Calais and am getting anxious to

Seen him. I have not heard anything of Ld. L. or the

hear from you again. I have little to add to my

Family since they went to Ireland. But the Seaham

last Communication of the 5th. Inst. as all matters have
gone on much as usual since then. The Sale of Coals

Church is to be consecrated on the 21st. – next Thursday
We have had terrible Weather for the last 10 days

in London is large, but the prices continue ruinously

– incessant heavy Rain & great damage to the backerly

low for the Ship-owners. We had a Deputation from

Corn – fortunately our Crop is secured.

that Body to day at our Committee meetg. to groan with
us, as they had nothing to suggest for the bettering of
the Trade – unless the Factors Rotation System could be re-

Hoping shortly to receive good accounts from
you

I remain Dear Sir
Your’s very Sincerely
Jno. Buddle

instated – and this Seems hopeless
Morton and the Hetton Co. are anxious about

Edwd. McDonnell Esqr.

the Seaham affair. I am endeavouring to persuade
them to let the matter rest until Ld. Seaham Comes
of Age, when possible the state of our Affairs may
be altogether changed. Or at least to wait ‘till
you return I purpose going to London on the
[Bud-60-6]

15
Pensher 2d. Octr. 1841
by next Sundays’ Post – and in the mean-time I shall

My Dear Sir James
I called upon Mr. Clayton yesterdy
who shewed me your Letter to him relative to the
r

Tanfield-moor Colly. Affair – M . Burnet also shewed me
r

[15a]

M . Hills’ Letter to him – Stating the decline in the price

be glad to learn your further opinion as to the probable
further depression of the price.
I should state the lowest price at which we can
s. d.

of the T.m. Coals & the difficulty in competing with the

Ship the Coals at – – – – – – – 7.. 0 P. ton

low priced Coals of similar quantity – So as to support T.

Suppose the average Freight

7.. 0

Charges – – – – – –

2.. 6

moor at their [wanted] standard above those rivals –
result I I have long dreaded and unless the price

16/ 6

be maintained at about 16/ 6 – as will afterwards be shewn

If therefore the Coals don’t fetch this price at

the Colly. will work to loss. This renders the pur-

Market, the loss must either fall upon

chase of the Colliery a matter of serious Consideration

the Colliery, or the Ship-owners.

at even almost any price, and increases the difficulty

The Durham county Coal Co. will I hear

of determining the limit to which it will be prudent to

be bidders, as well as Smith, Liddell, and Messrs.

go. I have appointed to see Mr. Clayton again on the

Wylam & Green – altho’ our wd. have thought that the

subject next Sa. & will thank you to do the same

former had already got enough in hand. The fall in

As the Sale takes place to-morrow Week – the 10th. Inst.

the price of the Coals may however damp the ardour

r

it will be time enough if M . Clayton, or write you

of those Aspirants to the purchase and it will be as
well if the prices keep low ‘till after the Sale
Rt. Stephenson informs me that his Fathers’ [Leucotrishesi]
Coals, answer admirably for Coke for Locomotive
Engines & that he is supplying 50 tons a Week to

[Bud-60-6]
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the London & Birmingham Line. This may eventually pull a feather out of poor Tanfields’ Wing
r

I am my D . Sir James
Your’s faithfully
Jno. Buddle
Sir James Duke M.P.

My Dear Sir
I received your Letter of the 25th. Octr.
from Geneva on the 31st. – by which I am exceedingly glad
to learn that you feel your complaint relieved and hope that by a
few weeks sojurn in that genial Climate your health will be completely restored. I am glad to say that on my return from

So. Wales I found all our Concerns, hare going on as usual with
the exception of some interruption in Shipping the Coals – owing
to the very Stormy State of the Weather. But the Sea fell on
the 2d. – 30 Sail of loaden Ships got to Sea that night, &
when I left the Harbour yesterday Afternoon preparations were
making for getting the whole of the loaden Ships to Sea, at
high Water. No light Ships were in view, but as the Wind
has come round to the S.W. this Morng. I hope we shall have
plenty down, in a day, or two to carry off our Vend – which is
of great importance this Mo. as the Ships lay up & the
Weather becomes very uncertain December.
As to the general prospects of the trade, I cannot give a more
favourable Accot. than is contained in my late Letters. The monthly meeting was held at Chester, yesterday when 30 P. m. was issued
for the first half of November – 35 would have been issued
but from the great quantity of Short Vend of several Collieries
which are to be allowed to vend their Arrears if they can but
[Bud-60-6]
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of which I think there is very little chance. The quantities of

defined & which I cannot get done until I have a discussion with

Shorts up to the end of October are the

N. Wood – over the plans of the Sevl. Lots. And some other in-

Tyne & Blyth – 35000 Tons

This causes great dissatisfaction

formation. Neither Wood nor Philipson were at the Meeting yester-

Wear – – – – –

as the 2d. Class and Inferiors

day, So that I have not yet seen them on the affair of the Seaham

say that the Regulation is now

winning – but I had some talk with Morton about it. He does

7000

Tees – – – – – 17000

st

only beneficial to the 1 . Class –
which is undoubtedly true – as they are the only Coals which

not seem so fierce about coming to a decision on the 17th. Inst. as the
board Minute of the 20th.Ulto. conveys. He says he has to go to London

& wishes the Meetg. on the 17th. to be put off a Week or ten days if the

can be sold without freighting and to profit. On the Wear
Tens

Cwt.

other parties have no objection – of course we can have none
Braddylls’ have not yet got the 3d. Pit thro’ the Quick Sand

the Hetton Co. are 4753 .. 12 Short !!! We are over 252 tons,
which is as far as we can go without being fined. Notwith-

and are still involved in great difficulty & expence – but I hope

standing those Shorts certain individuals at all the Ports have

they will ultimately succeed. I have had a levelling made be-

gone over and are fined. This Causes much bickering and

tween their Easternmost Dalton Pit, and our “Londonderry” BoreFa Ft. In

difficulty – together with other irregularities, that the Committees
begin to despair of carrying on the Regn. – at any Rate beyond

hole & find the top of the Pit to be 16.. 5.. 10 above the top

the end of the year. It was, therefore, resolved at yesterdays

of the Bore-hole. But the place where the thin Sand in

ee

Meetg. to call a Special meetg. of the Comm . on the 11 .

Fa Ft. In

to take the State of the trade into the most Serious Consn.

the B-hole was found lies 5.. 4.. 0 below the bottom of the

& to decide on the question of continuing, or breaking-up

Sand in the Pit. The distance between the two places 3777 yds.

n

th

ee

the Reg . as the Comm . find it impracticable to carry it

or 2 Miles.. 257 Yds which shews great regularity in the Coal Strata un-

on longer, owing to the disregard of certain Individuals to their

der the Limestone. The line of bearing from the Bore-hole to

Orders. The most Shuffling Party we have to deal with is

the Pit is S 47½ o W.

My Lord Horsington & Co.

With respect to my writing to Lord Londonderry on

I am not yet able to make progress in the investigation of the
Partition Scheme, as I must first have the boundy. Line of that

the important matters now on the tapes & on the state of
the Colly. Affairs during your Absence I agree with his Lordship

t

portion of the Seaton Coal, which is to be wro . by the Downs Pit

that I ought to do so, as being right & proper & which is due

[Bud-60-6]
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to his Lordship. But the real truth of the matter is, that
after his Lordship’s harsh Letters to me last May, I do
not Know how to resume my Correspondence with him.

My Dear Sir James
Mr. Clayton would write you by last

I assure you most sincerely that I do not harbour any

post to Say that we had fixed our limit at £13000 for

any vindictive, or unkind feelings whatever towards his Lordship

the purchase of Tanfield-moor Colly. He approves of your

and am as ready & willing as ever to serve his interests to

bidding briskly up to a certain Sum, Say £9000 or £1000

the utmost of my ability so long as I may be connected with

and then Stopping, leaving it to his Agents to carry out

his Concerns. But at the same time I must be permitted to

the bidding to the stated limit if necessary. I must

observe that, in so doing, I cannot lose sight of what is due

apprize you that principal Mortgage will bid to

to my own Character and Position. ever

the extent of £9000 or £1000 – and I have reason to

There has been some bickering & Squabbling between Lee

believe that there will be 5 or 6 other bidders – some of

& Usher. Lee is Coarse & meddling & Usher is warm – but I

them apparently very fierce Billy Hedley – Seems very

have got all differences settled & hope to Keep the Peace – by

anxious & talks of bidding up to £12000 or £13000 but

drawing a distinct line of demarcation between their respective

I think this is only Swagger as if I recollect right

duties. Hunter has written you Regularly & I make no doubt

he only bid £11,000 last time.
I recd. a Letter from Mr. Parkinson yesterday to

you will receive his Letters P. Carrier in due time.
Hoping soon to receive good Accounts from you I remain

say that the Farming Stock & Goods in the Store-

My Dear Sir

house would have to be paid for over & above the

Your’s very truly
d

c

r

Ed . M Donnell Esq .

Sale-price of the Colliery. This I estimate at about

o

Jn . Buddle

We have had dreadful-bad Weather, here, I am glad you
have had it so fine.
[Bud-60-6]
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18.
th

£1000 so that if the Colly. goes up up to £13000 the full
t

Amo . of the purchase will be £14000. I have written to
r

M . Lavie to let this be known at the Sale – but lest it
should be kept back – you had better to avoid mistake ask
the question at the Sale – as it may be the means of

Walls-end 7 . Nov. 1841
Dear Sirs
You would receive the particulars of the
Winlaton Lordship from Mr. Burnet by yesterdays post.
The Farm – Stock & Goods & materials in the Colly.

preventing certain parties from bidding so high as they

Store-house, will I understand have to be paid for over

might otherwise do.

& above, the Sum the Colly. may Sell for. I have not

Mr. Clayton does not object to our admit-

a [detacted] Statement of the Value but calculate it will

ting another party or two, should we become the pur-

amount to about £1000 – which it will be necessary to

chasers – provided they are Stable & more particularly

make known at the Sale.

if they should be influenced in the way of forwardg.

In case the purchaser should not employ the

the Sale of the Coals. I am sure I need not say

present Establishment of Agents (which is not likely)

to you buy as cheap as you can – and the sooner

they will according to the Custom of the Trade been

r

you put yourself in communication with M .

titled to Six Months’ Salary – which will not I

Claytons Agents the better.

hope be objected to on the part of the Venders

r

I am my D . Sir James

I am my Dear Sir

Your’s faithfully

Your’s faithfully

Jno. Buddle

Messrs. Oliverson Denby & Lavie

Jno. Buddle

Sir James Duke M.P.
[Bud-60-6]
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[19a]
r

r

affairs during M . M_’s absence. This I have written M .
McDonnell I will do-but that after the harsh Letters Ld. L.

My Dear Sir

wrote me last May – I don’t see how I can re-open a

I got home this day Week, and found
all our Affairs at Rainton going on in the usual way.

Correspondence with him. I have, however, so far as that

I waited to See Morton & N. Wood ‘till yesterday, and

branch of the subject is concerned, held out the Olive Branch &
n

find that they are determined to adhere to their resolut .
th

t

of meeting on the 17 . Ins . on the Affairs of the Seaham
Winning & the Down’s Pit Scheme. As the discussions at
this meeting may eventually lead to very important results

if his Ldp. accepts it, I suppose we shall get into correspondence
again – but I certainly will Not Knock-under.
The Wide-open Affair
N. Wood told me yesterday that Walters had dis-

as affecting the Interests of Ld. L_’s Family, I do not

covered a Flaw in your Title & that he considered by

think it prudent to take upon myself the sole respon-

the Lessees breach of Covenant the Lease was vacated.

sibility of the affair & must therefore crave your as-

He said he had communicated with you on this affair

so of Course you know all about it – but I should

sistance, & therefore wish you could arrange matters
th

so, as to be with me, at Pensher, on the 18 . which

regret to find that your Client won’t be able to

would afford us an opportunity of talking the matter

realize the £1750.

Your’s my Dear Sir
Your’s truly

over before we have the parties next day.
I had a Letter from Mr. McDonnell this day-Week

Jno. Buddle

dated Geneva the 25th. Octr. in which he reports himself

John Gregson Esqr.

to be Ld. thinks I should write him, on the Colly.
[Bud-60-6]
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Walls-end Sundy. 14 . Nov. 1841
My Dear Sir
I had the pleasure to receive yours of the

[20a]
will occure in Future while I may remain in the management. I receive from his Lordship on the Eveng. of
the 12th. a Packet containing the Copy of J. Gregson & my

1st. Inst. from Geneva on the 9th. and was glad to learn

joint Letter to Morton & Wood on the Seaham Winng. &c.

that your complaint seems yielding to the beneficial in-

which he had Recd. from you together with our Letters to

fluence of a Southern Climate & hope it will be entirely re-

you of the 23d. Ulto. on the Partition Scheme &c. and

moved by your remaining a sufficient length of time in

placing his Ldp. in the Sole Ownership of the Seaham

the So. of France.

Colly. His Ldp. sent a very able Letter on these im-

I am glad to inform you that I have

portant affairs (open) to me, to forward to J.Gregson.

been enabled to resume my Correspondence with Lord

In this Letter his Lordship has taken a comprehensive

Londonderry in Consequence of his Lordship having ex-

view of the whole subject, and pointed attention to

pressed a wish that I should report to him during

all the most material parts of it.

your absence on the state of the Collieries His Ldp.

After some wavering Morton has decided with

having expressed this desire in Conciliatory terms. I

the other parties that out meeting shall take place

felt it to be my duty as well as inclination to meet

on the 17th. and as the discussions on this occasion

his Lordships’ wishes & shall therefore communicate with

may lay the foundation of very important future

him, as usual without reserve – and trust that no

results. I have thought it most prudent to ask

Jno. Gregson to attend – to assist me, lest Morton

Further cause of dissatisfaction on the part of his
Lordship

Wood & Philipson should be an over-match for
me Single-handed, and it is of great importance
that

[Bud-60-6]
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that first step in so momentous an undertaking
should be a Right one. I hope you will approve of
this. I have nothing new on the Coal-trade, it

Private & Confidential
My Dear Sir

is just hobbling along in the usual manner – the Special

Allow me to tender you my best

Meetg. of the United Commee. is to be on the 22d. Inst.

thanks for the Kind & honourable part you have taken in

instead of to-morrow.

bringing about a better understanding between Ld. L. and

I will write again after the Meeting on the
17th. & remain

My Dear Sir
Your’s faithfully
o

Jn . Buddle
Edd. McDonnell Esqr.

myself. Your Kind mediation has induced Ld. L. to address
a Conciliatory Note to me, which has removed all difficulty
on my part, in communicating freely with his Ldp.
This seems to be an essential point considering the very
important matters in the Family Affairs which will
Shortly have to be discussed. We may assume
that his Ldps. First object will be to get quit of the
Trust on Ld. Seahams’ coming of Age – which it seems
he may with Lady L_’s assistance accomplished. But
Query as to the prudence of this Measure? My
decided opinion is that Ld. L_’s Position as well as
the Property will be infinitely safer in Trust
then they can be under his Ldps. uncontrolled

[Bud-60-6]
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management. And I am decidedly of the opinion, that unless

then that the Trust liabilities can be paid off when L .

s

his Lordship will place the Coll . under some System

Seaham Comes of Age & that Ld. L. is placed in full pos-

of managt. analogous to a Trust – that is to say that he

session of the property. The system of managt. for the

must not have anything to do with the financial

future ought to be most Seriously considered by Lady L. as

affairs of the Concern, more than receiving the Profit at

well as his Ldp. and their most confidential friends, and

the end of every 6 Mo. or year – the Collieries wont go

advisers. Probably a Board of mangt. of 3 or 5 persons

on for more than 12 Mo. ‘till they will be stuck fast

Confidential Friends, might be best – I merely throw this out

and in the Hands of the Bankers, or other Creditors

for your Consideration.

as it is by no means likely that another Trust can be

I am sorry to have a disagreeable Affair

created. For where is the Man that would undertake

to name to you Relative to Newby.

it? If Lord L. will insist on having the Colly.

Some suspicious Circumstances have been

Finances under his own Control, I am satisfied that

discovered relative to his Sale of small

no Agent, or Manager will be able to stand up against

parcels of Wheat from the Farms to ShopKeepers &c. And altho’ not perhaps amounting

his Constitutional & habitual irregularities so as to keep

to clear proof of intentional fraud – yet are so very

matters Right. I do not say this disparagingly, but
my decided opinion is that his Lordships Mind & habits

suspicious, as to have Shaken my Confidence in his in-

are so constituted that he cannot help committing

tegrety. And I therefore feel a Charge necessary, and

irregularities in Money transactions, and that he feels

have advised him to give up his situation. I really

no compunction about running into debt Assuming

regret this very much, as he is really an excellent Farmer
and we shall have difficulty in replacing him. But as
I Know that he is obnoxious to Ld. L. I cannot

[Bud-60-6]
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after had reason to lose Confidence in him myself think
it right to continue him. you may probably know of

My Dear Sir

Mr. Gregson’s Letter of the 18th.

some person likely to fill his place I should not like
to name any one myself I am my Dear Sir yrs. faithfully

from Pensher, will inform you so fully on the business of

o

Jn . Buddle
d

c

our meeting on the Seaham Affairs on the pre-

r

ceeding day – that little is left for me to say further on

Edw . M Donnell Esq .

the subject at present. But I enclose a Copy of the
Resolutions. The Lines A.B & C.D. referred to in the
Plan to refer to – but I don’t send you a Tracing on acct.
of the Postage, and more Particularly as it is not of much
importance, in the presently position of the Affair. However
if you wish it, I will send you a Tracing.
The way being now opened between Ld. L. and myself, I have written his Ldp. and sent him a Copy of
the Board Minutes of the 17th. I anticipate that the
Partnership to be continued & immediate Commencement
of the Winning won’t be palatable to His Ldp. but
there were 2 to 1, against us, and we could only go
with the Tide. I do not however, think we shall
be able to commence the Winning – So soon as the
[Bud-60-6]
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Board Minutes would seem to indicate As the

to be taken will require all the Consideration the best

first Step will be framing of the partnership deed

heads amongst us, and all our heads put together can

as it would be highly impudent to begin to lay out

give it. By the time this affair is Ripe, I hope you

Money on the Winning before, a Partnership deed is ex-

will be with us.

ecuted. As this Deed must be of the most Stringent description – binding al parties to the accurate per-

I regret to say that on further investigation Newby’s affair appeared to be so much against

formance of their engagements – it will necessarily require

him, that I thought it my duty to discuss him – and I

a considerable time to Concoct it. Nich. Wood and I

have considered that the Colly. Farms may be very well
managed by Ryle – on giving him a

to have to plan the Winning & with Morton to estimate the Sum of Money Required for the next Six

reasonable remuneration for then extra

Months. Nichl. being rather a Slow Coach in these

duty. By this we shall get quit of

sort of matters – the Plans &c, won’t be done in a

the Farm Agents Establishment, of House,

Canter and there is no Knowing what may hap-

Horse, Cows &c. at Pensher. I have thought
it right to communicate all this to Ld. L. who

pen between the Cup & the Lip & I should not be
surprised, after all the option won’t be given

will I think be pleased at Newbys’ dismissal

d

to L . L. either to continue the Partnership, or

as he has for long been in mauvais odeur with

to divide the Coal & take the Seaham Winning

his Lordship Hoping soon to hear favourably

upon himself If this should happen, the line

Accounts of your health I remain My dear Sir
Your’s faithfully
d

c

r

Edw . M Donnell Esq .

Jno. Buddle

[Bud-60-6]
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My Dear Sir James
An unusual press of business has pre-

[23a]
against its’ having proved a profitable Concern to us.
It seems very clear that the Race of Ruin has commenced amongst the Soft Coal Collieries, and when it is

vented my sooner noticing your very Kind Letter of the

to end & how it is to end who can tell? And are we

12th. Inst. I think I expressed in my last Letter that the only

to supposed that T. moor, scrape out of the

regret which I felt in our not becoming the purchasers of

Scuffle unscathed? This is too much to expect as she

T. moor Colliery was that it might lessen that degree of

certainly cannot Ship her Coals so cheap as many of her

cordial business – Connexion, which has so long existed be-

competitors can – and if the Gorgian-Knot is once untied

tween us to mutual satisfaction. As to private friendly

will the Coals even again Regain their position in the Line.

intercourse it can make no difference – nor do I apprehend

Had we been the purchasers all these considerations would

that it can Sever our Business connexion whenever opper-

have caused us more anxiety than any profit we might

tunity serves to pursue it. I am glad to learn that

have eventually made wd. have compensated us for.

Mr. Berkley has had the good taste & Judgement to avail

We are now ready to Ship a Cargo of our Soft

himself of your able services in the factorage of the

Coals from Benwell & I shall be glad of your opinion

Coals – but I own that I think you have a very sombre

as to the getting a trial of them made as a Gas and

prospect before you & really cannot anticipate your being

Coking Coal. I have received very good accounts of them

able to maintain that preference for the T. M. Coals

from our Gas & Coke Manufacturers here. They are perfectly

which they have hithereto Maintained. The consideration

dry, which is a great advantage in Gas – Making. I

makes me feel perfectly Satisfied, that we were not

presume you wd. prefer a Small Cargo, As soon as

the Purchasers: as I think the Chances are decidedly

you & I will have the Coals trial, drop me a
Line & I will have the Coals Shipped & remain Yrs. Very truly
Sr. Jas. Duke M.P.

Jno. Buddle

[Bud-60-6]
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25

th

Walls-end 11th. Jany. 1842

Walls-end 12 . Jany. 1842
My Dear Sir
I met with Nich Wood to day

My Dear Sir

who informed me that a fresh difficulty had arisen

I beg to thank you cordially for your

in the Wide-open affair, which had thrown a Stumb-

Letter of the 24th. Ulto. which I received in due

ling Block in the way of his taking possession of the

Course, but which the press of business, at the close

Colliery. He has discovered that Perkins & Co. have

of the year has prevented me from answering sooner

worked off the Reserved Barrier next to Seaton Burn, and

Your clear and explicit view, and explanation of

have worked upwards of 20 Acres of the Seaton Burn Coal

the Abber Vale & Sechaway Concerns, And have con-

surreptitiously, by outstroke from the Wide-open Colly.

firmed the opinion which I had already formed viz.

t

The Wideopen Barrier has been entirely wro . off at this place, so
that Stopping up the Outstroke by Frame-dams as provided

Not to embark on the Concern – at any Rate for
the present – but to look on, and “wait the working

for by the Lease, is impracticable – and the only way to re-

“of events” Indeed business of every Kind has now

pair the mischief is by having a Counter Barrier in the

become so precarious, owing to over Production and

Seaton Burn Royalty.

competition, that I have nearly about made up

Under those Circumstances Nicholas does not think him-

my Mind, not to extend myself any further in

self justifiable in taking possession, without your guarantee

Business – but to realize, and invest my Money in

against any damages that may eventually claimed for

the Purchase of Land, and satisfy myself with

this breach of Covenant under the derivative Lease.

less, but more certain Interest.

t

It was impossible for R . Atkinson, or myself to discover

This will give me less Care, and anxiety and

s

this surreptitious working as Ja . Easton the Colliery Viewer

will enable me to spend the latter days of my

has not put the Boundary Line upon the Plan shewn to us
I am my Dear Sir Yrs. faithfully
J. Gregson Esq

Jno. Buddle

[Bud-60-6]
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Life, in more tranquillity, than I should do by
plunging deeper into business. And a Man ought and
must Stop somewhere – especially a Single man like
myself, who has no immediate dependants to provide for
If however, I should change my mind, and any-

26.
Confidential

Walls-end 13th. Feby 1842

My Dear Sir
I entirely concur In all the
views stated in your Private Letter of the 9th. Inst. as
to the desirableness of getting quit of the Seaham Partner-

thing very tempting, in the Iron-trade should offer. I

ship, as it is quite clear, that such litergenous, and

shall be very glad to avail myself of your able as-

discordant Elements never Can be brot. to amalgamate

sistance, as there is no one whose judgement I

and go on smoothly together. And the great ob-

should place so much Confidence.

ject for consn. now is how to get Cannily out of

I must beg you to Remunerate the Person

it. A conference with Mr. Mc.D_nll, seems in-

you Sent to inquire into the Abber Vale affair

dispensable, in the 1st. Place – & if he cannot come to

out of the enclosed, and with best thanks for the

Engld. we must go to him. In his last Letter he told

me that Ld. & Lady L. wd. be in Paris this Mo.

trouble you have Kindly taken in this Affair

& that he wd. meet them there. If however Ld. L.

I remain My Dear Sir
Your’s very truly

entertains any such intention he has carefully Kept

o

it from me. After the rect. of your Letter I hinted

Jn . Buddle
Mr. Thos. Evans

in a Letter to his Ldp. The expediency of meetg. Mr.
Mc. Nll in Paris, if he should not be well enough

Dowlais

to come to Engd. but the suggestion has been
[Bud-60-6]
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indignantly repulsed, “The Mountain Won’t go to the

to enjoy ourselves, during the noe short residue of

“Mouse – the Mouse must go to the Mountain.” We have

our Lives. If there is no restraining power, I feel

become a Mountain & a huge one too – Since last Wed.

satisfied that all this will be attempted & carried

when we recd. a Letter offering us the Ld. Lieutenancy of

into effect, in the most reckless manner, if possible.

the Co.!! And our magnificent Ideas on the value

As to Grange, Old Durham Gillygate-moor & Kelloe

Know no bounds. I was ordered to estimate the value

I have no doubt they wd. meet with immediate

of the Grange Embryo Colly. – which with great reluc-

purchasers – as the Mania for Colly adventure, has

tance I did. On a 21 years Lease – the Amot. of my

not yet subsided. Mr. McDonnell should be ap-

Estimate on a moderate Scale – was Lessers Interest –

prized of all this, yet I scarcely know how to do it,

o

£40,000 – Lessors d . £16038 – together £56,038. This

as I have some misgivings, as to his prudence in dealing

has given such high Satisfaction – that a Letter by return

with it, and I think a Collision between him & Ld. L. about

has smothered me with Blarney – but accompanied by

N. Hetton is approaching. Lord L. will I am sure

an order, to make similar statements for Gilley-gate

stick at nothing to accomplish his objects – no feelings

Moor, old Durham, Kelloe & Seaham. And from

of [denney], or delicacy to any body stand in his way

the style & tone of the Letter – I feel satisfied that

and he will take the advice of any Knave, or Fool

the Plan contemplated is to bring all those Royalties

who will pander to his one sided, Selfish views. There

at once into the Market & turn them into im-

is a certain Judas in Sunderland who I have reason

mediate and available Money – to enable us to re-

to think, helps a lame dog over a Style occasionally

sume our lawful & just position & to enable us

I find that Philipson & Wood, have purchased the

[Bud-60-6]

[26c]
Interest of the most of the other partners in Hetton
which is the cause of their being so annoyed at the

27.
Private

Walls-end 22d. Feby. 1842

My Dear Sir

Hitch which has taken place, and makes them also

I have the pleasure to acknow-

object to the division of the Seaton Coal – as they

ledge the receipt of your’s of the 12th. by which I am

cannot so conveniently deal with it, apart from

glad to learn that you are gradually making your

the Hetton Concern. Donkin is not in this Mess

Way homewards. Nothing further has occurred in

Philipson is the Bell Weather. He backs his

the Seaham Partnership affair since I wrote you on the

own Law against your’s Stoutly, as to the validity

16th. And as J. Gregson informs me that he has ad-

of the Seaham Coal agreet.

vised you to abstain from all communication with

I am in daily expectation of a Letter from

Philipson & Co. until they remit your N. Hetton Divd.

Mr. McDonnell & hope he may be so far recovered

I have avoided further Communication with them

as to be able to Return to London, or at least to

Morton has not yet returned from London but is

the Isle of Weight I should not like a trip to

expected to-day, or to-morrow, so that I shall

Paris, quite so early in the Season

see him, in a day, or two & learn what his present

I am my Dear Sir
Your’s truly
Jno. Buddle
o

r

Jn . Gregson Esq .
18 Bedford Row
[Bud-60-6]

views are. Lord L. writes me that he would
be in London yesterday, and in Ansr. to sundry
inquiries which he has made relative to the
dealing with his personal Interest in the Grange &c. Coal

[27a]

[27b]

I have referred him to J. Gregson – to avoid getting

prospects than at present, both for Coal & Ship-

myself into any Scrape with him about it.

owners. The best Coals, are only paying 6/ 9 to 7/- P. ton
Freight – which will not leave the Ship-owner

I have had Correspondence with J, Gregson, as to
his Ldps. Power of gutting the Estate, from which

any Profit. We have had remarkable fine

I find that if firmly backed by you, there are

Weather for the last Fortnight – the Winter appears

sufficient means of restraint. As to my not

to be entirely gone. Hoping soon to hear of

making the Valuations which I am commanded

your nearer approach to England I remain my

to do – I cannot avoid it by anything short

Dear Sir your’s very Sincerely
Jno. Buddle

of a flat Refusal – in which Case his Ldp. would
Edwd. McDonnell Esqr.

most likely employ somebody else to value
for him. I therefore think it most prudent to
comply with his Ldps Orders – especially considering the powers of Control & restraint possessed by yourself & J. Gregson.
I cannot report any improvement in the Coaltrade – the London Market, continues exceedingly
dull – and every one admits that they never
know the trade, in a worse State, or with worse
[Bud-60-6]

28.
Confidential

[28a]
th

Pensher 4 . May1842

My Dear Sir
This post has brot. me your
Confidential of yesterday – I am not very much
Surprised at the intelligence it conveys, as I gather

Instalments &c. As twenty years experience has
amply proved Ld. L_’s utter incompetancy to conduct a great Mercantile Concern, where its’ Finances
come under his Control.
In the present emergency, the salvation of the

from the conversation I had with Ld. L. last Friday

Family depends on Lady L_’s firmness. If She does

Morng. that the “Wind was changed” – as to the

not maintain her Ground unflinchingly, and have

Proposed Plan for getting him out of Trust – And

a controlling Power – tantamount to a Receiver

it is now quite clear that he does not mean to

appointed – all will be lost – and fearless of offend-

be placed under any Kind of Control whatever

ing, you must impress this upon her Ladyship.

if he can possibly avoid it.

If She gives away – She will incur a fearful and

If he should unfortunately for himself and

fatal responsibility

the Family, be able to accomplish this – I feel

It will be a Week, or ten days before I

satisfied that the Affairs will not go on for more

can have all in readiness for breaking Ground at

than Six Months – ‘till we shall be completely Stuck

the Grange – but under the aspect of affairs as

fast – and the Property be in the Hands of the

stated in your Letter of yesterday, I do not think

Receivers for the Mortgage Interests – the Exchequer

I should put the Spade in ‘ill I have your

[Bud-60-6]

[28b]
written authority. If the present unfavourable
d

[28b]
this matter to you some time ago, but found a

aspect of affairs continue – w . it not be better that

delicacy in doing so. I shall be glad to hear

you should give me an official written discharge

from you again shortly, as all this vacillation at

from proceeding with this Winng. ‘till further orders

Hind-quarters makes me very fidgety.

As I am now under verbal Orders to proceed and
will no doubt be whipped on Neck, or Nothing

I have not had a Line from Ld. L. nor
J. Gregson, since I left London.

unless you prevent me. All this is really

I am My dear Sir

alarming work, and Keeps one in a constant

Yours very Sincerely
Jno. Buddle

state of Fever. If you find it necessary
to draw the Trust Reins tighter – you will Please
to give me official orders accordingly – and you
may depend upon their being obeyed.

Edwd. McDonnell Esqr.

I feel obliged by your thinking of my £1600
it will be very accept, as I am contemplating a
Purchase (not in the Coal-trade) and a Settlement of
my worldly Affairs. I must to have mentioned
[Bud-60-6]

29.

[29a]
Pensher 5th. May 1842

I wish to take first possession – by fencing Railing
off the Strip of Ground – may I do so? It must

My Dear Sir
d

I have carefully ex . Grange
Estate, to day, with a Colliers Eye and can have
all ready for breaking Grod. In a Week – but as

be done at once, for if the Lambertonians’ Smoke us
they will make a Rush to get the 1st. hold.
Second We have 69 Pitmen’s houses, belonging

there is “no Knowing what may happen between the

to Pittington Colly. which from the Reduction of our

“Cup & the Lip” – I have my doubts as to the pru-

Vend, we could now spare, and it was my in-

dence of putting in the Spade, until I receive a

tention to have given notice to quit them on the

r

c

Specific written Authority from M . M Donnell,

13th. In which Case Morton is Ready to Snap

as the Money for carrying on the Work will

them up for their new Colliery at Frankland, W.

have to be carried on found by the Trustee.

Grange & Ravens Flat. But they are most

There are, however, other two Points more

conveniently situated for the Grange Colly. and there

pressing than this & which require immediate

tention of them wd. save the Cost of building

decision. First. Our Grange Line of Railway

any Houses for the Concern. Must I hold them?

& Mortons New Line from Littletown Cross each-

I think it would be prudent to do this, as if

other. Which ever of us first takes Possession a

we even should not want them within 12 Mo.

this most convenient Level – will put the other to

Morton will be glad to take them off our

inconvenience – to go either over, or under. Now
[Bud-60-6]

[29b]
r

30

c

Newcastle 7th. May 1842

Hands. Please to consult M . M Donnell on
those matters, and let me hear from you, or
r

My Dear Sir

c

Yesterdays post brot. me a par-

M . M Donnell – the sooner the better.

cel from Ld. L. containing his Ldps. Remarks on J. Gregson’s

If you answer by Return please to direct to

statement of the 27th. Ulto. Gregson’s Answer, and his Ldps.

Walls-end, as I shall be there, on Sunday.
Your late No. Hetton Fitter Jacob Hurdel

rejoinder – all of which I was requested to peruse, and

has Stopped Payment – Sunderland is

make my observations, on, and Return immediately !!!

said to be in a state of general
Bankruptcy

These documents are so voluminous & Rigmarollish that
it wd. have taken me a day, or two, to Study & to en-

I am my Dear Sir

deavour to unravel & understand them. I therefore thro’

very truly
Jno. Buddle

necessity was obliged to give it up. And have returned

John Gregson Esqr.

the Packet, with a few brief observations.
Lord L_’s object is quite transparent – it is to
get quit of the Trust, and to obtain the uncontrolled
dominion over the Property. He thinks he may
raise the Money, to satisfy the liabilities of the Personal
Trust, by Mortgage, as the Harbour & Railway, and
thus save the Grange, as a family Colly. This if it

[ Page 29c is Blank]

could be accomplished, is no doubt, desirable, as it is

[Bud-60-6]

[30a]
difficult to reconcile the idea of parting with the Grange
Coal – to the feelings of strict propriety. And I have

[30b]
against us.
We are still in a state of Suspence about

told Ld. L. that it can only be justified on the ground

the Coal-duty. The Public now seem to be opening their

of absolute necessity. I however expect that you are cog-

Eyes to the impolicy of the measure & it is surprising to

nisant of the Correspondence which is now going on between Ld. L. & Gregson, on all this affair which does away

me how Ld. L. can have been so pur-blind, upon it.
Up to the end of Ap. Our Oversea Vend this year is

with the necessity of my enlarging further upon it at this

8239 Ch. of Steam Boat & 4349 of Small 12,588 Ch. in the

time. I have a Letter from J. Gregson requesting me

whole – being at the Rate of 37,761 Ch. in the year – but

to estimate the value of the Grange Colliery – as if to

something is due to the Panic – which the apprehension

be worked by Ld. L. instead of being Sold, and which

of the duty has to the occasioned – Still this branch

I shall do during the course of the Week.

of our trade had given an important assistance

The Coal Factors write, that the Measures adopted

to our Receipts during the Short issues for the

at our Meeting, this day Week, have prevented a fall of
2/- P. ton in the price of the best Coals, during the Week.

Spring Months. And if it is abridged by the imposition
of the Duty, as it unquestionably will be – it will inflict

Our Commee. meet on this subject on Monday first

a more sever blow upon us, than we seem to be

when I hope measures will be adopted for supporting

aware of. Hindhaugh has paid me the £1600 for

the Regulation of the Factors. N. Wood has come over

which I beg you to accept my thanks, as it has come, in

to my way of thinking about it, and Morton, who is ex-

very good time for me.

I am my Dr. Sir
Your’s very Sincerely

pected, home to-morrow, will I think scarcely hold-out
Edd. McDonnell Esqr.

[Bud-60-6]

Jno. Buddle

31.

[31a]
th

Private

Pensher 11 . May 1842

Dear Dear Sir

d

in the event of L . L. taking the command of the
Property, in the way he anticipates, I should dis-

I am very glad to learn by
th

your Private of the 9 . that Lady L. is likely to

pair of being able to continue Manager.
I have this instant Recd. Mr. Gregson’s Letter

stand firm & maintain her Ground. The Sal-

of yesterday, Authorizing me, after a consultation

vation of the Family, in my opinion depends upon

with you to proceed with the Grange

it Especially I consider J. Gregson’s Plan to be

Winning &c. which I shall do accordingly

the best, and after the usual quantity of winning

but shall not be ready for about a Week

& wriggling, or such like occasions. I guess it will

to break Grod. at the Grange, as the

be adopted. I only wish that matters were

requisite Surveys &c. are not yet completed.

so far advanced as to permit you to go home

I am glad to say that the Ship-owners

as I feel satisfied that your health requires

are Seconding our efforts – to re-establish the

that you should be relieved from the daily

Factors Regulation. I am My dear Sir

worry to which you are now exposed.

Yours very Sincerely
Jno. Buddle

I feel obliged by your determination to
have my Accot. In the Trust Deed paid – as

Edd. McDonnell Esqr.

[Bud-60-6]
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33. 33.
Walls-end 23d. May 1842

Mr. Albot

Walls-end 23d. May 1842
My Dear Sir
I received your Letter of the 15th.

Dear Sir
I find I shall not be able to
r

on returning, here, last Night. I entirely cons

make out a correct Statement M . Matt .

curr, in your sentiments & feelings with respect to

Dunn’s tentale Accot. ‘till this day-Week,

Mr. Harrisons’ Affair – and approve of the rule you

but you shall have it as soon as possible

have laid down for your government in such-like

I am Dear Sir

matters. The same sort of feelings operate, on

Your’s truly

myself, and altho’ I should be glad to promote

o

Jn . Buddle

Mr. Harrisons interest, with the Bishop, I feel
that all I could do, might be if some fitting
opportunity should occur – to mention the Subject to his Lordship – as to write him, would
I think be taking an unwarrantable liberty
This Report of the Childrens employment –

[Bud-60-6]

[33a]

34 34.
Walls-end 2d. June 1842

Commissioners has given me so much occupation
that I have not yet been able to Report on

My Dear Sir
I received your Letter of the 31st.

the Greenfield Colliery, and the Way-leave
from Sherburn House Colliery – but I will

Ulto. before I left Pensher last Eveng. Your

do so, as soon as I can. I beg my but

explanation of the respective Rights of the Dean &

rs

Regards to M . Gresley & remain

Chapter & their Land-tenants is very clear, and

My Dear Sir

I will act upon your suggestion, to get the question

Your’s very truly

of Way-leave cleared-up with Martin Dunn

o

Jn . Buddle

and the other Tenants, on the Grange Lines.

R.A. Douglas Grisley Esqr.

I saw Walker, last Saturday – he has no
wish, or intention to disturb us, with respect to
the passage of our Railway through his Farm
at Pittington, and is willing to renew our
Lease. I don’t therefore see why we should
not grant his request, as stated in his Letter of
the 22d. of Ap. last referred to in the enclosed
And you may either write to him, or instruct

[Bud-60-6]
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[34a]

me to do so accordingly. He tells me that he

except in passing word with N. Wood, in which

is on the point of agreeing with the Durham and

he expressed a Strong desire to have the matter

Sunderland Railway Co.

amiably Settled.

The Seaham Partnership
I have put the outlines of the Plan for adjustng.
this affair amiably, on Paper. but as it will be

But Geo. Hunter met Philipson last
Sa. who was very Savage about it, and said
that he was determined to shew Ld. L. that he

of no use launching it – unless Ld. L. will Sanction

should no Ride Rough Shod over every body, or

it. I will not propound it to him, ‘till I can

something to that effect. We must, however,

talk it over with him – and give a more

for a thousand reasons get the

full detail of my views. This I expect to

matter amiably arranged, if

do on Sa. First when I am to meet him

possible

I am my Dear Sir

at Seaham. I will then give him the

Your’s truly

outlines of my project as I have written the

Jno. Buddle
John Gregson Esqr.

min order that he may submit the matter to
you when if it should be deemed feasible
we must endeavour to bring our Partners
into it. I have not had any Conversation
with any of them since in London
[Bud-60-6]

35.

[35a]
th

Walls-end 5 . June 1842
My Dear Sir
I met lord Londonderry at Seaham

necessary I would think nothing of Railing it, up for
that purpose.
Our boring by the River-Side in the

Yesterday & submitted my Plan for the amicable Settle-

Grange – near Woodwell Ho. got a Seam of Foul

ment of the Seaham Affair to his Lordship – which

Coal; at the epth of 16 faths. last Friday Eveng.

he thinks feasible, and will see you upon it imme-

which our Borer & other Doctors do not believe to be

diately on his return to London, to-morrow.

the Hutton Seam. I am however of a different

The paper which I have put into his Ldps. hand on

opinion, and will put down, another hole, which can

this affair is little more than an out-line – but you

be accomplished before the end of the Month.

will immediately comprehend it’s bearing. And if

This does not at all shake my opinion as to

on a Full consideration and discussion with his
Ldp. you should deem it eligible, it may be

the Value of the Colliery
I am my Dear Sir

altered & modified – and put into shape to be

Your’s truly

rs

o

Jno. Buddle

brought under the notice of Mess . Philipson & C .
John Gregson Esqr.

I have told Lord L. that if in discussing this
important affair my presence should be deemed
[Bud-60-6]

36.

[36a]
Walls-end 7th. July 1842

My Dear Sir

this being the Case, the bottom Flange of the new
Cilinders will have to be cast without Bolt-holes

I have received your Letter of
r

which will have to be drilled, to fit the old Bottom
os

yesterday. As both M . Coutts, and Rayne & C .

when the Cylinder arrives. It is to be Regretted that

Manufactories, are in my beat, I will give an

a Plan of the Cylinder Bottom, shewing the No. and

Eye to them, to see that all due diligence is used

distance of Bold-hole was not sent – as the

in finishing their Respective Orders in the shortest

drilling of the Cylinders Flange, on arrival, will cause

possible time. I am rather apprehensive, there

trouble and delay. There is however, no help for it

will be some difficulty in procuring a Ship – the

I am my Dear Sir

Trade between Newcastle, and the Pictou part of the

very truly

World is slack, at present that very few Vessels are

Jno. Buddle

going. But David is on the look-out.
Mr. Brown’s Order, is for the Cylinder alone
but his Drawing includes – Cylinder Bottom, Piston
Piston Rod and Cross-head for attaching the Piston
Rod to the Beam. This is rather puzzling, but
as his Order goes to the Cylinder, we must
presume that he does not want the other Articles –
and intends the old ones to do for the new Cylinder
[Bud-60-6]

J.B. Foord Esqr.

37

[37a]
th

Walls-end Colly 8 . July 1842

their differences. At this adjourned meeting will come the
tug of War – it will I believe decide the grand

My dear Sir

question of Regulation, or no Regulation. Altho’

I had the pleasure to Receive your
th

l

Letter of the 4 . on returng. from the Gen . Meeting of

there was much talk about breaking-up the regu-

the Coal-trade, last Eveng. And in the first place must

lation yesterday, no one dared to propose it – and

Congratulate you on the improvement in your health &

not withstanding a few [flourishes] were made about

hope that you are in fair way of getting your com-

having an open Trade – the general feeling was divided

plaint eradicated. It would be difficult for me to give

in favour of continuing the Regulation.

you a detailed of all that passed at our very

The trade however, for the best Coals continues

important meeting yesterday. All delinquencies were

very bad. Lambton to the end of June, is nearly

shewn up, and the Commee. declared their inability

12,000 tons Short of the Issues & Hetton nearly

to carry on the Regulation any longer, unless all

6000 – So. Hetton 2,500 but we are 600 tons

the irregular practices & infractions of the Rules were

Over – thanks to the 3d. & 6d. P. ton preference which

discontinued, and that they should receive the

the Merchants choose to give us. But the great

Cordial support & assistance of the whole body

arrear of the other best Coals, is inducing them

of Coal-owners – Collectively & individually in

to commit irregularities, which will in the end

Conducting the affairs of the Trade. After much

Produce Mischief – unless now put a Stop to.

debating, the meeting was adjourned to the
d

Their inability to vend their Coals courses those

t

2 . of Aug . – to allow time for the Committee

parties to press for Small Issues – to enable

and the Recusants to endeavour to Compromise

them to vend up their Shorts – which Cramps us

[Bud-60-6]

[37b]
nearly as much as if we were ourselves Short.
The Seaham & Seaton Affair
I only received N. wood’s Paper in reply to any

[37c]
Trust affairs can possibly be wound up, as on the
30th. Ulto. – if Coutts wont advance the £50,000
without other Security to be had? This precipitancy in an-

suggestion on the Eveng. of the 6th. The view

nouncing the termination of the Trust, is doing in-

which he has taken of the Subject, in this Paper,

Calculable mischief, and is involving Ld. L. in

differs materially from what he seemed to enter-

Premature difficulties which one cannot see how

tain during my previous Conversation with him –

he is to surmount. But in such like matters

and has I have no doubt arisen out of the

there is no restraining his Ldp. within the bounds

Latin which Philipson has given him. The

of prudence.
Hunter has at length – he expects

most important objections he makes, is as to the
Repayment of the £10,000 and the Payment

got a full Accot. of the debts owing by Lord L.

of the Outstroke on the Seaton Coals. Altho’

at Stockton, Seaham, Sunderland &c. – they

those are no doubt very important differences yet

Amot. to £9000 !!! He went to lay the List

I don’t despair of being able to reconcile them

before Ld. L. at Wynyard yesterday. And what

by Negotiation. I have sent Woods’ Paper to J.

his Ldp. will do, to appease the excitement which

Gregson & shall see Lord L. upon it, in a day

he has Raised in the Minds of the Creditors

or two, as he is now at Wynyard.

God only Knows. As I am persuaded that

Trust, and Private Affairs

Renewed Bills, and Promises to pay, will
not do. “Wolf, Wolf”, has already been too often

I am really at a loss to [conjecture] how the
[Bud-60-6]

Cried
[37d]

[37e]

cried in this respect to produce any affect.

Domicil – but the various Irons we have in the fire, & the

Unless therefore we Continue under the protection

constant call of duty in the Executive Commee.

of the Trust – we shall be attacked from all

of the C.T. (never less than one – but more frequently 2

quarters, and will be in Constant jeopardy.

days a Week & often more) leaves me but little hope

All this Requires the most Serious Consideration

of being able to accomplish it.

and I think of writing to J. Gregson, about it
d

I am under notice to attend as a Witness on a

after I have seen L . L. and learnt more of

Case of Reference, in Edinbro’ on the 3d. of Augt. when

his own Feelings, and views as to his position

if circumstances wd. permit I might run across

and prospects, under those Circumstances. That

and if Tom Richardson should be at home, at

is to say if he opens the subject to me.

the time, I am sure he would be accompanying
me. I shall Christen Trusty, on Sunday –

Hitherto his Ldp. has not said a word to
me, on those Private matters – Hunter is his Fac-

he is a Remarkable fine Specimen of the true

totem, in them, and a harrassing time he has

breed – but the sooner you can have him the

had of it.

better, as he is getting attached to the place

I will see Lee next Week, and do as you

& to Persons He is Sagacious & docile, and is

desire with respect to the Ships – as yet there

anxious to be made a Pet of

is no Improvement in their Prospects.

I am my dear Sir
Your’s very Sincerely

Nothing would give me more pleasure than

Edd. McDonnell Esqr.

to have a Weeks, Relaxation, at your delightful

Jno. Buddle

[Bud-60-6]

38.

[38a]
th

Confidential

Pensher 12 . July 1842

My dear Sir

dishonoured as they fall due, which in the absence of the
Trust, will expose the Colly. Property to the attacks

I spent Sunday last at

of the disappointed Creditors. So that we shall

Seaham, with Ld. L. but have been Kept so busy

be in Constant Jeopardy. As it is probable that

since with Correspondence, a Ld. Ashley Bill, Coal-

his Ldp. will consult you, on the affair of his

trade matters, and Durham Assizes, that ‘till the

Private debts. I hope you will discountenance this

Present, I have not had a moment to spare, to

disgraceful & dangerous project of Acceptance –

write you a Line. Lord L. did not say a

giving. I have no idea that he will be able to

word to me about the £9000 List of debts, collected in

effect this Shuffling plan to any great extent – as

this Neighbourhood by Hunter – which I understand to

his practice in this way is too well Known. But

be entirely separate from the London debts – which

still he might be able to effect it to a sufficient

t

according to his own Admission amo . to about £5000
Hunter has classed the Debts, £1800 of Small ones

extent to do an immensity of mischief
We are now planning matters for immense

must be paid in Cash forthwith, and an endeavour is

Flare-up, on the 24th. of Augt. to commemorate

to be made to make arrangements for spreading the

Ld. Seaham coming of Age – at the Collieries.

remainder by Bills – over 3 or 4 Years !!!

We are to have the Duke of Cambridge, with I
don’t know how many Princes & Princesses, and Sr.

This plan seems absurd enough, and if even it
should be accomplished had (which is not Probable) we

Rt. Peel &c. &c. and to make as great a

may be assured that the Bills will be Regularly

Splash as possible – and to waste as much Money

[Bud-60-6]

39.

[39a]
th

Private

Pensher 13 . July 1842

My dear Sir

and giving Bills for the rest, is to be enacted over
again. It seems that £1800 is immediately wanted

I spent last Sunday with Lord

to keep the Wolf from the door, and Hunter & Cowan

L. at Seaham – but my time has been so entirely

are to be employed in endeavouring to negotiate with

taken up since, with circumstances arising out of

the Creditors to take Acceptances – Spreading over 3 and

d

the opposition to L . Ashley Bill, in the Ho. of
ee

4 years for the rest !!! This scheme will I predict

Lords – Coal-trade Comm . meetings & the Durham

prove abortive, as those those Bill manoeuvres of his

Assizes, that I have not sooner been able to write

Ldps. Supposing this Scheme should to a certain

you. Lord L. never allude in the slightest

extent succeed – we may be quite sure that the

degree – to the affair of the accot. of Debts col-

very first Acceptce. that falls due, will be dishonoured

lected by Hunter. His conversation was confined

and others in succession – and if out of Trust we

entirely to future & brighter prospects – and he

shall be immediately attacked by angry Creditors at

talked of the Concerns, as if the Trust was already

the Collieries – and always be in jeopardy. As the

at an end. I however learn from Hunter &

Seizure of a few Coal Waggons, on the L[exi], will

Cowan, who met Hunter at Wynd. That Ld. L. is very

either compel immediate pmt. of the debt – or put

much astonished to find that he owes £9000 in

an entire stop to the whole Concern. This is a

this neighbourhood – independent by of what he owes

Contingency which we shall be continually exposed to

in London – and the old game of paying Part

as the Creditors will not discriminate between his

[Bud-60-6]

[39b]
s

[39c]

Ldp . Private debts & those of the Colliery. They will

be got ready. I have written to J.G. privately to

lay on their Hands where they are sure of getting their

apprize him of the State of Ld. L_’s debts, & urging

Money soonest & that is by seizing the Coal-waggons.

him, if possible, to prevent the disgraceful & dangerous

This is the state of things which I took forward to, and

Plan of giving Acceptances from being resorted to

I dread it. Ld. L. talks plausibly about economy but
I see no signs of his beginning to practice it.

Had Ld. L. mentioned the subject to me, I would
have done all I could to have dissuaded him

We are to have a prodigious Flare-up at the Colls.

from it. It is perfectly disgraceful. I recd. your Note

on the 24th. of Augt. when the Duke of Cambridge with

of the 9th. last night – but I think my long Letter

Prince Geo. & Sr. R. Peel &c. &c. are expected. The

of the 8th. has met all the points of inquiry contained

Party are to dine one day at Stockton – another day at

in it. I am so occupied at Durham & N. Castle

Durham, and another at Sunderland. The day after

Assizes this Week that I cannot get to Seaham. And

dining at Durham – the Party, are to set out the

I am very apprehensive that Ld. L. will call me up

Grange Pit – breakfast here – go to see the Harbr.

to give evidence, in the Commee. of the Lords on Ld. Ashley’s

and dine at Sunderland. And the Men at the

Bill next Week. I cannot report any improvemt.

Collieries are to be Feasted. In all this I suppose

in the prospects of the Coal-trade – I am sadly afraid

we shall have £600 or £800 Knocked down !!!

matters will be worse before they are better

By-the-by the Grange Boring has proved satisfactory

I am my Dear Sir

th

and no harm will arise from waiting ‘till the 14 . of
t

Your’s very Sincerely
d

c

Aug . for commencing, as the Pit will be under 40 faths.

Edw . M Donnell Esqr.

Jno. Buddle

and will be finished as soon as the Railway &c. can

I cannot but think it most injudicious in Ld. L. to
force himself out of Trust at this time

[Bud-60-6]

40

[40a]
th

Private

Walls-end 17 . July 1842

you will only get the truth by piece-meal as
necessity presses – unless you can extract from his

My dear Sir
th

I received yours of the 14 . Inst.
Stating that £5000 will cover his debts – both in
the North & in London – and in making such

Ldp. Hunter & Cowans Lists, in their own
hand writing.
I saw Wm. Bell yesterday – he cannot

Statement he is only deceiving both you, and him-

accomplish the purchase of the Grange – it is too

self. As from all I Know & hear of the affair

great a Stake for him – but he is to give me a

I feel satisfied that it will require at least thrice

Final Answer, in the course of the Week. I am

£5000 to pay the London & N. Country debts –

however satisfied, that it will end in Moon-Shine,

exclusive of what may be due in Ireland.

and have, therefore, written Ld. L. to adhere to

Lord L. deceives himself as to what he really
owes, by calling his Acceptances Payments – and
if you closely cross-examine him on the Present

our original Plan of Winning the Colly. our
last Boring having proved quite satisfactory.
I have been occupied the whole of last Week

occasion, I believe you will find this to be the

at the Durham & N. Castle Assizes, and am

case. I am not however, in the Secret, and

likely to be occupied as a Special Jury-man, to-

am not supposed to Know anything of this

morrow & Tuesday. I have not therefore yet

List of Hunters, and I don’t suppose that

been able to go thro’ N. Woods’ Paper – nor

Lord L. intends to shew it to you. And

James Walkers Plans & Estimates of the Harbr.
which have arrived. Both shall have attention
as soon, as possible Your’s my dear Sir faithfully
Jno. Gregson Esqr.

[Bud-60-6]

Jno. Buddle

41.

42.
th

Walls-end 17 . July 1842
Dear Sir

Walls-end 24th. July 1842

Private
My dear Sir

th

I yesterday recd. your Letter of

I received your Letter of the 4 . Inst.
but have not yet heard from Mr. Forster on the

the 29th. (Private) – and very much apprehended, with

not having sooner replied to your Letter of

you, that Ld. L_’s private debts are to a much greater

the 15th. Ulto – but the fact is since that time

Amot. than anybody, not even himself knows, and

[Pen]dleton Affair. I shall be better able to

I dread the Consequences. It seems however that

judge, whether another meeting may be necessary

the Trust is to end, as on the 30th. of last Mo. &

after I receive Mr. Forster’s Communication.

I have Letters from Ld. L. daily, to urge Hindhaugh

You shall then hear from me, again, and

on to get the Trust Accot. made-up to the 30th.

in the mean-time I remain

June – which he is using his utmost endeavours to

Dr. Sir

do. A letter from Ld. L. yesterday informs
me that Duval has not yet got thro’ the Exn.

Your’s truly
o

Jno. Buddle

of the Deeds – but I have not heard anything

r

on the subject from J. Gregson.

Jn . Woodhouse Esq .

Lord L.’s mind is now filled with plans

Overseal

for our File in Augt. which I see clearly is

Ashley-de-la-Zouch

to be a most Costly affair at all points.
Furniture
[Bud-60-6]

[42a]

[42b]

from London, is on it’s passage, in my Ship from

we shall very soon be plunged in difficulties – and

London, for Wynd. to be sent over, immediately on ar-

the Collieries will be called upon to furnish Horses

rival And 2 Marble Chimney-Pieces arrived at N.

Waggons, Stones, Timber &c. to Wynyard, which if

Castle, yesterday, from Leghorn – which I am to send

I do my duty, by the Colls. Will inevitably involve

to Wynd. by the Colly Waggons immediately. In

me in Personal Collision with Ld. L. and in all

short everything is in a State of Commotion. And

probability a separation, as it is impossible for me to

I am weged to get the Valuation of the Land for the

submit to a repetition of the Kind of treatment which

t

t

Railway valued & a Pm . on Acc . made as soon as

I have formerly experienced. I must therefore look

Possible to aid Wynd. The reconstruction of which is to

to your Kindness for the Pmt. of my Balce. as

go on Coute que Caute All this determination

I am satisfied that unless I have it settled, on

to spend Money is really alarming – in the face

the present occasion – it never will be settled

of the declining state of the C. Trade, and will

Peaceably. And I do really want to make

inevitably lead to disastrous Consequences.

arrangements for future Contingencies.
I have got Mr. Walker’s Plans & Estimates

I have reason to think that the Bank will
not allow Ld. L. to over-draw the Colly Accot.

for the impropvt. of the Harbour – they embrace

to anything like the extent, which they permitted

3 Several Projects – £24000, £26000, & £30,000

t

the Trust Acco . to be over-drawn – as they have

respectively. It is not to be expected that the

no Confidence in him. And I forsee, that
[Bud-60-6]

[42c]

43.

Excheqr. Office will advance more than ½ or 2/3ds.
and where is the rest to come from.

Pensher 26th. July 1842
My Dear Sir

I have not yet been able to prepare myself to

Lord Londonderry has sent
r

go further into the Seaham affair, with N. Wood

me y . Note respecting the affair of the Certi-

but will do so, as Soon, as possible.

ficate of the Walls-end Coals – from which I

Lambton & Hetton are still falling short of their

Perceive that you are under a Mistaken notion

Vends – Lambton is now 5000 Ch. Short, & Morton

as there is no analogy between the Present Case

is freighting away very hard to work up his Lee-

and that of Mr. Russells. This applies merely to

way – which will I fear bring Mischief upon us, As

Coals imported into London – See Act 1st. & 2d. of

he is paying higher Freight than the Ships can make

Wm. 4th. – 5th. Octr. 1831. – Section 75. – which

by carrying our Coals. I fear it will be impossible

requires that the Name of the Colly. from

for me to run over from Glasgow – but I shall

which the Coals are produced shd. be inserted

be Rejoiced to see you at Pensher, as Soon before

in the Certificate. It is in this Act that

our great Field-day, as possible, as I am anxious

the Informer against Gibson has [recovered] the

to have a quiet Conversation on the state of

Penalty of £100 on one Cargo – at the Durham

our Affairs generally & remain My dear Sir

Assizes – And as the Act is retrospective for 3

Your’s very Sincerely
c

r

E. M Donnell Esq .

Mo.

o

Jn . Buddle

[Bud-60-6]

43.

[43a]

[43b]

Months’ – we I apprehend, if prosecuted & con-

as a new arrangement with the Bank for

victed be liable to Penalties to the Amot. of

Future Arrange Proceedings, will have to be

£10,000 I guess. Lambtons Braddylls’ & others

made

I am my Dear Sir
Your’s faithfully

are in the same Predicament which has put us

Jno. Buddle

all on the que-vive and we are now Certifying
as prescribed by the Act – but we cannot be
Safe from Information for the Past for 3 Mo.
Hindhaugh is making all possible speed
to get the Trust Accot. squared up to the
30th. June. but Mr. McDonnell writes him to
send the Accot. to him, in the first place.
It does appear to me that a Meeting, here
with Ld. L. Mr. McDonnell & yourself
before the Trust Affairs can be finally
wound-up, will be indispensable, Especially
[Bud-60-6]

John Gregson Esqr.

44.

[44a]
th

Most Confidential

Pensher 26 . July 1842

My Dear Sir

t

me the Amo . But the recent affair at Wynard
together with the Knowledge of this weight of private

r

c

I wrote M . M Donnell –

debt, hanging over our heads, made me so uncom-

Privately, about the Same time, I wrote you – the

fortable, that I had been impelled to name the

Amot. of Ld. L_’s debts as collected by Hunter – which

matter privately to Mr. McD_l. expressing a hope

was to be a Private affair & not to be divulged by

that his Ldp. would make an arranget. to pro-

Hunter. And altho’ he told me this and did not

vide Safely for the pmt. of the private debts

therefore tell me the precise Amot. yet I gathered

contemporaneously with the closing of the Trust

r

c

from him, that it was £9000. M . M Donnell

Affair. As otherwise I apprehended that the

has it wd. seem given Ld. L. some hint of this

Colly. property would be constantly exposed to

which has brot. down his Ldps. Wrath on Hunter

the attacks of disappointed Creditors of the

for a breach of Confidence & the D_l, is to pay

Private debts. And I now took the liberty

I have Stepped in to Hunter’s Rescue, and have

of repeating the same advice to his Ldp.

d.

I don’t know how we shall get thro’ this

L. that Hunter dis not voluntarily give me the

Row – but it is clear that his Ldp. does not

information – but that I knew it from Inference,

wish to act openly & fairly by is confidential

rather than Information, as Hunter dis not tell

adversion – but on the Contrary is deceiving them

taken the blame on myself. I have written L

[Bud-60-6]

[44b]

[44c]

as to the real position – when is only deceiving

I should immediately involve myself in a personal

himself But this is, not the only cause of

quarrel. I therefore presume I must allow them

my writing you at Present. I write to say that

to go on – charging the Amot. to Ld. L_’s Private

during this Inter-Regnum we are at the old

Accot. – ‘till you get matters put upon a more

game – using the Colly. Property, & ordering this

certain footing under the new Regime.

that & ‘tother as if there were no restraints what-

This makes me the more anxious that you shd.

ever & as if Private objects & the Collieries were

meet Mr. McD_l & Ld. L. here – to get, if possible

identical. Five Waggons at a Cost of £2 P.

the new order of things established, and to give

day – are constantly employed leading Stones

me written orders for my Govert. under the [Str

from our Quary to Wynyard. Winning and

Inquisitions – otherwise I am sure that the craving

dressing large Blocks of Stone for the Duke’s

Maw of Wynyard, will soon Swallow-up

Obelisk at Wynd. sending Gravel there for walks

the Collieries Stump & Rump. All our means

Freight of Marble Chimney Pieces from Leghorn &

& ingenuity are to be bestowed, on our Grand

d

carting to Wyn . Keeping Horses &c. &c. with

Fete, on the 24th. of next Mo. I wish the

demand of Pmt. for Oatmeal for feeding Hounds

Wages of the poor starving Labourers at Wynd.
were 1st. Paid.

Now if I were to put a stop to these things

]

Yrs. My Dr. Sir very Sincerely

Jno. Gregson Esqr.

Jno. Buddle

[Bud-60-6]

45.
Private

[45a]
th

Pensher 26 . July 1842

My dear Sir
It seems that you have

t

largeness of the Amo . – I did not, after what
had just happened at Wynyard, think there cd.
be any harm in informing you Privately of

intimated to Ld. L. that you had been made cog-

the matter, and expressing a hope that his Ldp.

nizant by the Amot. of his Ldps. Private Debts, as

would take care to provide for the Safe pmt.

Collected by Hunter. This has brot. his Ldps. wrath

of those Dets – contemporaneously with the closing

upon Hunter for a breach of Confidence. And as

of the Trust Accot. as in the event of any

Hunter did not tell me the precise Amot. but

neglect in the due pmt. of Acceptances, or Bills

left me in a great measure to infer what it was

on those debts, the disappointed Creditors wd.

when I guessed it at £9000 – cautioning me at the

at once have a ready, remedy against The Colly.

same time, that it was a Private Affair, and

Property by seizing the loaden Coal Waggs. on

that he was not at liberty to mention the Amot.

the Line – which wd. put a complete Stop to

to any one. I have found it necessary to take

all our Works, ‘till the debt was paid. And

the whole blame of mentioning the affair to you

I took the same opportunity of repeating this

upon myself – in justification of Hunter.

advice to his Ldp. From the Anger which

d

I have therefore, written to L . L. to explain

this has excited in Ld. L. it is clear that he

how I obtained the information, by inforence from

had not intended his confidential advisers

Hunter – and that feeling alarmed at the
[Bud-60-6]

[45b]
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should be made acquainted with the actual

between Hindhaugh & his Ldp. The time which

true state of his difficulties – by which he could

will necessarily elapse between the 30th. of June & the

only mislead them & deceive himself. How this

period when yr. Deeds of release can be Signed –

Fracas may end, I don’t Know, as I only wrote

during which you are responsible – will require

his Ldp. – to the above effect this Morng.

Supplementary Trust Accots. to be Kept – which will

I only consider it the harbinger of other Broils

require discussion & Consn. In the final Settlement

and difficulties – as from the uncontrollable dispo-

I wd. therefore suggest that Ld. L. yourself and

sition for constant Expenditure, which is evi-

J. Gregson should meet here for that purpose-

dently unabated – in the face of a declining Trade

– Indeed I don’t see how else the Affair

I almost despair of being able to go on long with-

can be wound-up. New arrangements will

out either going into Trust again – or Somthing

have to be made with the Bank too – as my

d

worse. L . L. is pressing Hindhaugh to
t

belief is that they will not grant us such ac-

th

get the Trust Acco . closed – to the 30 . June,

comodation under the near Regime as they
did under the Trust. I don’t Know that I

and to send it to London forthwith. He
t

however, considers very properly that the Acco . is

shall have occasion to write again ‘till after

your’s, and that he must, therefore, First send

the genl. Meetg. on the 2d. Augt. & remain

it to you. This of course will cause Friction

My dear Sir
Your’s faithfully

[Bud-60-6]
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r

E. M Donnell Esq .

Jno. Buddle

46

[46a]
th

Walls-end 20 . Sep. 1842

left unsold, of which 30 were Stewarts, 25 Lambtons, and
38 Hetton. Stewarts’ 20/- Lambton, 19/ 9 & 18/ 9 – Hetton

My dear Sir
I hope this will find you safe at

19/ 9. – up-holding 7/- Freight Reduces our price at the Staith

Glenarm, & enjoying a little tranquillity after all

2/- P. Ch. & Lambton & Hetton 2/ 8 – It is clear that

your late worries. I have delayed writing ‘till I could

unless the Issues are so [Shortned] as to allow the Market

inform you of the result of our meeting of yesterday.

to be cleared, Prices must still go down. To avoid this

Matters took a more favourable turn than was anticipated, as all the Stray Sheep, agreed to come within
n

the Issue for the remainder of the Month is to be 20 P.
m. This is absolute Starvation – but it is submitted to

the Fold of Reg . – with the exception of Pelton

to avoid a greater evil. The up holding System is

& So. Tanfield, which are Gas Colls. belonging to Companies

getting us into Grief – the Ship-owners whose Ships, are

in London & cannot therefore much injure the genl.

lying in London, with their Cargoes unsold, are claiming

trade by being left-out. But whether this will be

to be guaranteed 7/- Freight & don’t Know how to get

permitted, or not will have to be decided by the next

over it – as I consider them to be equitably entitled

s

general meeting. All the new Coll . who have not

to it. I see nothing for it, Regulation, or no

yet got their Bases fixed, have agreed to act

Regulation, but a reduction of 4/- P. Ch. at least.

upon provisional Bases, ‘till their permanent

Gregson & I, conclude an Arrangt. for an ami-

Bases can be fixed by reference. So far matters

cable settlement of the Seaham affair last Sa. – Sub-

seem more favourable as regards regulation

ject to the approval of the Respective Parties. Morton

but the general State & prospects of the Trade

Wood, Donkin & Philipson, negotiated with us. I will

are most deplorable At last Monday’s

send you a Copy of the Terms in 2 or 3 days.

Market, in London, there were 370 Cargoes

I sent Ld. L. a Copy, and I enclose a Copy of
his reply to my Letter which enclosed it – I thought

[Bud-60-6]

[46b]
r
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it best to send the original to J. Gregson to Ans .

and welfare of the Family for ever Set. I also told

as it is written in the usual dogged quibbling style, about

him of mischief which had been done – by giving

Law &c. on such occasions. His Ldp. seems to me-

such Publicity to the getting quit of the Trust, and the

diate, getting something to himself out of it

mischief which must now ensue from the re-action

I enclose also, a Letter which I have had (the only

which will take place, on the minds of the disappointed

one) relative to the hitch about Signing the Deeds –

Creditors. And one cannot help seeing that his

By this you will perceive, that apparently his Ldp.,

Ldp. has made a complete, blundered business of

resigns himself quietly into the Arms of the Trust

it from first to last. The notion of getting out of

but I presume we must suspend all operation at

Trust at this time, was ill conceived & Premature, and

the Grange ‘till we see what turn affairs are likely

the Plan has been ill conducted & blundered, and

to take, as under Circumstances we ought not to ex-

will I fear involve us in inextricable difficulties.

pend 1/- we can avoid.

You will no doubt have the battle to fight

d

th

In answering L . L_’s Letter of the 12 .

over again, when his Ldp. comes to Ireland – in

I told him how anerous you found the business of the

the mean time I must act strictly on the principles

Trust & that I doubt your being able to bear, the

of the Trust & hold as hard as I can

Wear & tear – and Worry of it much longer. And

I am my Dear Sir

therefore, if he could not relieve you by the ap-

Your’s very Sincerely
Jno. Buddle

pointment of another Trustee, you might be obliged
to place it in the Cowel of the Chimney – in which Case

Edd. McDonnell Esqr.

I should consider the Sun of the prosperity and
[Bud-60-6]

47.

[47a]
Pensher 22d. Sep. 1842

My Dear Sir
I just write briefly to say that

pay off the Trust liabilities – but I will say nothing
about them ‘till I see further. I shall however
have lots of Statements, and Calculations to make

Ld. L. breakfasted with me here, this Morng. and

Lord & Lady L. & Family have gone to
Ravensworth to-day – to stay the remainder of

I then accompanied his Ldp. to N. Castle to conr

sult M . W. Cl;ayton Walters the Barrister on the Deed

the Week. Lady L. will take a stall at

for the appointment of the Auditor, and on the various

the N. Castle Bazar & My Lord, will preside at

projects propounded in his Ldps. 3 Letters to you

the Public Dinner, of the Nat. Histy. Society.
I received your Letter of the 16th. in

which he has shewn me. Walters does not seem

course, but don’t think it contains any thing

to think that the £50,000 Loan on the Grange required
t

the appoint . of a Receiver or Auditor – and that it

requiring Special Notice, at Present,

would not be correct for the same Individual to

I am very glad to inform you, that the

be both Receiver, or Auditor, and Solicitor. This

Coal-trade in London has shewn more life

opinion has given Ld. L. great satisfaction, as it

these 2 last Market days – Stewarts have ad-

Confirms his own views, and shews his Prudence

vanced 9d. P. ton – So that I hope our loss by

and Foresight, in declining to Sign the Auditorship

upholding will not be very Serious

Deed, and I make no doubt you will have a

I am My Dear Sir

t

full Acco . of Walters’ opinion from my Lord himself

Your’s faithfully
Edd. McDonnell Esqr.

We have to be with Walters again to -morrow

Jno. Buddle

on the various Schemes for raising Money to
[Bud-60-6]

48.

[48a]
d

Private

Pensher 22 . Sep. 1842

Statements, and Estimates to make, for his
Lordship’s various Schemes – but you shall

My Dear Sir
I think it is right to inform
you that Ld. L. has been to Mr. Clayton Walters today, consulting him on the Auditor-Ship Deed &
other Points & he seems very much satisfied with
r

the opinions which M . W. has given him. His

Know more by-and bie, as we progress – whether
it be backwards, or forwards
I have your Letter of the 20th. with Copy
of Rawsthorne’s Letter, & your Answer, which
I think demolishes his Special Pleading, and will

Ldp. is to be with Walters again to-morrow, to
consult him, on various Projects for raising

I expect set the matter at rest.
The common Informer Grant has put us

Money upon the Property which he conceives be-

all into a terrible Stew, by serving notices of Action

longs to him, as tenant for Life – to pay off

for irregular Certificates under Act 1st. & 2d. Willm.

the Trust Debts – without burthening the In-

4 Sect. 75. The Commee. have taken up the defence, or

heritence further. If I understand his Ldp,

what other way of proceeding may be best, under the

rightly after those Schemes have been considered

advice, and managt. of Philipson. The Attorney

by Walters & his opinions obtained I am to

Serving the Notices (Hook) did not see Lee, so

communicate them to you. But my Lord

we are Keeping him out of the way ‘till after the

seems huffed, at your sending the deed through

12th. Octr. when the time expires – as we are advised

me. I foresee that I shall have Lots of

that the notice is not good in Law unless it
is Served Personally.

I am my dear Sir
Your’s truly

o

r

Jn . Gregson Esq .

Jno. Buddle

[Bud-60-6]

49.
Confidential

[49a]
Walls-end 16th. Octr. 1842

means of saving the Family-Property from destruction
Now my Dear Mr. McDonnell, if Walters does really write

My Dear Sir
I met Messrs. Walters & Gregson at

to this effect – we Know very well such a Lecture will be received

N. Castle, on Friday, when the new Plan of raising Money to
d

and we shall be all at Sea again. However whatever the Contents

pay off the Trust Engagements, by the Sale of L . L_’s Life Interest

of this Letter may be or however it may be received, I have little doubt

in the Colly. Stock, Grange, Kelloe & Seaham Coal &c. was fully

his Ldp. will shew it to you, when he goes to Ireland, which he said

discussed. Mr. Walters however, being now fully possessed of the

would be on the 20th. And if on discussing the matter you can Strike

true Facts of the Circumstances in which Ld. L. and the Property

out any feasible Plan for getting us out of the present distressing

are placed – takes a much less sanguine View of the matter than

dilemma. J. Gregson will come over to you to assist in maturing

he was led to do at first from erroneous information which he

any plan, if you cannot come over here, as his presence,& assistance

Sum which could be spared from the Accumulation Funds

will be indispensable on the occasion. I wish most sincerely that the

t

has received. He now thinks the Sale of the Life Int . ^Would fall

affair could be brot. into some Settled Shape, as all those consultations

so far short of the Amot. required to satisfy the Trust Liabilities &

with Lawers is incurring Frightful Expences. And who is to pay them

d

d

L . L_’s other personal Debts – that the getting L . L. out of the Trust

The Cost of taking Walters & Gregson to Wynd. last Tuesday – exclusive
of

is impracticable – without Continuing it for some time longer – or by

their professional Charges was upwards of £5. But Ld. L. never

borrowing £50000 on the Grange, as originally proposed. He does not

seems to think of this.
John Gregson tells me he sent you a Copy of his Calculatn.

however approve of this, and I understood he to say that he would
write Ld. L. very fully to the following effect viz. That he would

of the Value of Ld. L_’s Life Intt. of the 5th. Inst. I have revised

advise the Inheritance to purchase so much only of the Life Interest

those Calculations – and made some difference – I have stated the

property as would pay off the most pressing of the Personal Debts-That

result, on the next page.

the Trust should Continue – And that above all his Ldp., should

The price of the best Coals in London has got up to 22/ 6
with a better demand – still the Sales are unusually Small for the

retrench, and economise his living and personal Expences, as the

time of year. And the aspect of affairs here, as regards the
[Bud-60-6]
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continuation of the Regulation, is very unpromising. A general

you will see the Newspapers what a grand Flare-up there

dissatisfaction prevails thro’ the Trade, as no profits are making

was at Ravensworth, last Wed. as none of the Wynd. Family

and in spite of all the exertions of the Commee. one, or another, is

were there, the [Quidnucies] & News-Mongers will have it that there

Constantly breaking thro’ the rules - So that the Commee. will be obliged

is a Split between the two Families & that at the next Election

to call a Genl. Meetg. the beginning of next Mo. to declare their

Mr. Liddell will oppose Ld. Seaham. I wish there may not

inability longer to carry on the Regulation

be too much truth in this surmise. I hope you are im-

r

d

Result of revision of M . Gregson’s Calculations of L . L_’s Life
th

r

Interests of the 5 . Oct . 1842 – in

£

The Colliery Stock – – – – – – 7191.. 0..0
The Grange Coal – – – – – – 16750.. 0..0

proving in health this Fine Weather & Remain
My Dr. Mr. McDonnell
Your’s very Sincerely
Jno. Buddle

The Seaham Coal – – – – – – 13000.. 0..0
The Kelloe Coal – – – – – –

9268.. 0..0
46209..15..0

The £4000 R. Way Money was Received at the Bank
last Friday.
Edd. McDonnell Esqr.

Should Ld. L. add £2000 a year to the accumulation
Funds after 1846 during the residue of his Life making
the Fund £9868 instead of £7868 – the Value of
the addition, in present Money will be 4 years purchase

8000.. 0..0
£54209..15..0

Now it seems that the Inheritance could only
spare for this purpose, out of the accumulation

22150.. 3..5

Funds about – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
Leaving a Deficiency, to be otherwise provided for of

32059..11..7
£54209..15..0

But to this may be added £5000 for Law Expences, in Resettlement of
Estates Procuration Money &c.
[Bud-60-6]
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[50a]
Walls-end 30th. Octr. 1842

applied to the pmt. of the Trust debts – and to borrow £15000
on the Harbour & R. Way – under the guarantee of the In-

My dear Sir
d

I met L . Londonderry at N. Castle
this Morng. on his return from Mount Stewart, and
th

terety, to pay his Private debts.
This provided you can Consider this Guarantee a prudent

found that my Letter of the 27 . Enclosing the Epitome of

measure, seems to be the most feasible plan for getting

Mr. Walters last Plan for his Ldps. Relief had missed

the affair settled, as Ld. L. says he will immediately agree

him, on the Road. His Ldp. therefore desired me to send

to it. A Settlement of this affair is undoubtedly most

you a Copy, which I now enclose. I have also sent a

desirable especially as regards the Seaham Partnership – but of

r

Copy to M . Gregson by his Ldp’s directions.

the prudence of this Guarantee, I certainly do not feel myself

Ld. L. says he will at once agree to this plan, and Sign

competent to give an opinion, and must therefore, leave it entirely

the proposition of last Sep. for the settlement of the Seaham

to your-own & Mr. Gregson’s better judgement. And can only

Partnership affair. His Ldp. says that altho’ you do not

hope for the best.

approve of the Inheritance guaranteeing the Loan of £15000 on

We have got Plenty of Ships for our Months’ Vend

the Harbr. & R. Way, & will not recommend it – you will not

and are also doing a little in Steam Coal. And I am glad

oppose it – if Mr. Gregson thinks it may with propriety be done

to say that I have recd. a very satisfactory Accot. of the

His Ldp. also informs me that you are willing to allow
£20000 of the £33000 accumulation Funds to be appropriated
t

trial Cargo of Steam Coal, from Woolwich – and think we
have a fair prospect of getting some large Contracts with
Govert. for them

to the pm . of the Trust debts. But this his Lordship

I am my dear Sir
Your’s faithfully

thinks too little, and leaves too much for the trust to work
out of the Profits. He is therefore desirous to have Mr.

Edwd. McDonnell Esqr.

Walters’ Plan of allowing the £33000 accumulation Fund

Glenarm Castle

Jno. Buddle
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th

Confidential

Walls-end 27 . Nov. 1842

in my opinion be possible for you, in justice to yourself to
continue to Relieve Ld. L. from every sudden pressure which

My Dear Sir
I yesterday received your Letter of the

comes upon him – and even the Continuance of the extra £3000

of the 23d. and the same time recd. the enclosed from Ld.

P. Ann. becomes very questionable. Unless £15000 is raised to

d

Londonderry, with your note of the 22 . to his Ldp. – which

pay the most pressing of Ld. L_’s debts, it will be impossible to

agreeably to his Ldps directions I shewed Mr. Walters. After

prevent the most distressing Consequences & if the great Point

r

some discussion with M . Walters (who is very anxious – seeing the

is not settled forthwith – you should lose no time, in repos-

necessity, of getting matters settled – he suggested a modification of

sing yourself of Wynyard. I have got the name Boards on

his former opinion on No. 4. of your Plan which is explained in

the Carts &c. altered again – but Wynyard, I apprehend remains

his Letter to me – which I enclose, and I have sent a Copy to

open to attack. The old trade of Bill Renewing is going on

r

his Ldp. I thought it better that M . Walters should write his

in full vigour, and Hunter’s time, and attention is almost

opinion in a Letter addressed to me, than that I should, trust

exclusively occupied with it – and he seems to be more

to memory what he stated in conversation. I should hope the
d

successful, than might be expected. But the Notings near Stamps

modification he proposes will meet your approbation & of L . L.

and Interest added – to the Received Bills is causing the Mass

will adopt it matters may soon be settled. If not I shall

of debt to Roll-up like a Snow Ball & in the end it will

despair of anything being done, and we shall soon go to

break with overwhelming violence.

wreck & ruin. In this event if this Arrangement

In the event I hope you will be able to come to

for the pmt. of Ld. L_’s debts should be carred into effect – the

Pensher about the close of the year, or beginning of the next

Trust must unavoidably go on. And it will be necessary under

to look into matters, and to re-organize a more stringent

the present depressed State of the Coal-trade – and worse pros-

System of carrying on the Trust Affairs. The general Meetg.

pects – that the affairs of the Trust should be conducted

of the Coal-trade is to take place on the 20th. Dec. when ac-

with the utmost economy, and circumspection. It will not

cording to present appearances there will be a break up.
I am my dear Sr. Yrs. very Sincerely
E. McDonnell Esqr.

Jno. Buddle
[Page 51b is Blank]
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Newcastle 14 . Ap. 1843
My Dear Sir

but that in the end we shall get matters arranged – and
in the mean time what has already been done has

Your Letters of the 8th. & 9th. came to

given Confidence in the Market, & Prices are Keeping up
n

me in due Course. It was well that the Durham Elect .
d

between 20/- & 21/- Matters, here are not however in

terminated so favourably for us & that L . Dungannon paid his

so satisfactory a state as might be wished for – near

own Expences. I understand he has declared, that he means

40 Colls. have given notice of reference for an increase

to go to the House, unfettered & to act independently.

of Bases & as it is probable that they may all succeed

I have corresponded with Mr. Gregson, on the Sale of the

in a greater, or less, degree – it will amount pretty nearly

Kelloe Coal – we think it better to treat for the Corner Piece

to the same thing as if they were to get no increase

only in the first instance – as it is possible we may raise

at all, as it will only have the effect of diminishing

a Competition for the great Northern Division of it.

the Issues still further – especially on the old Collieries

I intended to have seen Potter the Kelloe Viewer on

whose bases remain stationary. It may probably

the subject, last Sa. but he was prevented by indis-

lead to a Revision of the whole of the Bases in

position from coming here. I preferred talking to him

the trade.

to writing, in the first instance – he may probably

I met N. Wood yesterday & had a full

be here, to-morrow when I will break Ground with

day’s work at the Valuation of N. Hetton Colliery –

him. The Commee. are in Correspondence with the

but it will take us, another day, or two to finish

Factors on the Board-plan, but we have not yet come

the measurements & Calculations of the quantity and

to a Satisfactory Conclusion, as they press for too near

produce of Coal from the different Seams are so

a return to the Rotation System. I have little doubt

numorous & tedious. And the great difficulty of
all is to fix the probable Selling Price of the
Coals during the ensuing 192/3 Years – the residue
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of the Freehold Coal Lease. The object of our Valu .

round him from which he never can extricate himself –

is to enable us to fix a Price to ask for the Concern

– and seems utterly unconscious that it is himself who

in Case a Purchaser can be found. We have no

has wound this Web – in spite of the advice & Council of

Person, or Party yet in view likely to purchase – the

all his Friends & advisers. That His Ldp. should be

object of the Sale with our Co. Partners is to raise

found in more debt than was expected, is not to be

Money for the Seaham Winning – they therefore will

wondered at. In the way that he goes on – never

not purchase. There seems to be Coal in the Colly.

Paying for anything Promptly. but paying in driblets

to last 50 years – but we can only value the legal
2

at deferred Periods – giving Bill, & Acceptances, & ret

Term viz. 19 /3 – we will not be able to get the Amo .

newing them over & over again. It is impossible that

up to Hunters Calculation – altho’ we will get it as high

any Man can Know what he owes going on in this

as we can upon tenable Grounds.

way. And such a System can only end in ruin
th

Lord L. wrote me from Dover, on the 8 . Just
as they were about to embark. The principle objects of

I sincerely wish you may be able to arrange matters
so as to get out of the personal trust this year –

the Letter, were pressing for my Statemt. of the Value

as it is impossible ever to look forward to a Single

s

of the Coll . In 1819 & at the present time. Unmeasured

day’s Comfort, or satisfaction while you are in it

abuse of J. Gregson – and eulogizing Walters. The

– only the satisfaction of Knowing that you are

job he requires of me, I really don’t Know how to set

doing your important & onerous duty Conscientiously

about, as the Colly. Books in 1819 were not Kept so

and to the best of your ability
I am my Dr. Sir

as to shew what the Profits were, at that time. And

Your’s very Sincerely

what they may be in future, no Man can pretend
c

to say. He says Gregson has wound a Web

r

Ed. M Donnell Esq .

Jno. Buddle

round
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Walls-end Sunday 16th. Ap. 1843
My Lord

at 6 P. Cent to invest it at little more than 3. And we
must either do this or leave the accumulating Funds short

I had the honour to receive your Lordship’s
th

I have been turning my attention – to the statement your
th

Letter of the 8 . from Dover in due Course, & that of the 13 .

Ldp. requires of the Value of the Colls. in 1819 – and at

from Paris, yesterday. As the Postage is so high in France

the present time. And find it the most difficult problem

I shall write as concisely as possible – to Save Weight.

to solve, I ever had propounded to me. On referring to

I convey-ed your Lordship’s message to Mr. Walters.

the Accounts of 1819 I do not find them to have been Kept

I have not heard a word from Gregson, on the settle-

so, as to shew clearly what the Profits were. And no

ment affairs to which your Ldp. alludes.

Man can at the present time pretend to value Colly.

ee

Since my last the time of the Comm . has been occupied

Property. I will however give it my best consn. & in ten

in a squabbling Correspondence with the Factors about the

Days, or so will inform your Ldp. the result. The only

mode of Conducting Sales in London, but I think we shall

points relative to the periods, which can be given with

at length get matters amicably settled. In the mean

certainty – are the Value of the Stock & the Amout. of debts

time the Market has acquired firmness – and they
have Kept prices up – to 20/ 6 & 20/ 9 notwithstanding

We are in full preparation for altering our Railways after
the 13th. May. by vending are extra quantity this Mo. &

very large arrivals – but the Sales have also been

Filling the Staith with Eden-main – we shall not

large. 80 Cargoes were Sold last Wed. At these

have occasion to send any of our Coals to Sunderld.

prices we shall not lose much by Freighting – but to

or Shields. We have closed our Agreet. with the

obtain them we are obliged to limit the Issues so-

So. Hetton Co. for the Shipt. of their Coals. They got

that we are making very poor work of it – and I

the Hutton Seam, at the Daldon new Pit yesterday – but

see no chance at present of being able to make

had not got into it, when I saw Potter, The Viewer

the Requisite Remittances to London. And running

yesterday. Potter is the Kelloe Viewer also – I broke Grod.

further into debt with the Bank (even supposing them

with him about letting them the 200 acre nock of Kello

willing to advance) is ruinous, as it is borrowed Money

He is to furnish me with a Plan of their workings &c.
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against next Satdy. when I will see what is best to be

I must decline recommending any one to an Agency in your

done. J. Gregson’s plan alluded to in yr. Ldps. Private
d

[53c]
Ldps. Concerns. I have neither friend not Relation in the

s

note – is that we sh . learn to be our own Factors & Mercht .
n

world who Require my assistance in this way & I therefore

in Lond . & thereby pocket of both His Friends

hold myself perfectly independent in that respect. Hunter is

the Wigrams, have a Small Dock, on the River, which they

now perfectly [Steady] & will I hope Keep so – otherwise he &

wd. Deepen & enlarge so as to make it capable of landing all

I, must part Company. I have the honour to be Yr. Ldps.

our Coals – on being paid an Ample Rent. I cannot
now go into details & as yet the matter is in too crude
a state to be made anything of – but it is to be Kept
a profound Secret – as if it is blabbed – it may
do mischief & render it abortive, if even
on mature Consn. it shd. be deemed feasible
This is the reason why I have not mentd. it to
yr. Ldp. as I wished 1st. to satisfy my own mind on
it’s practicability. It wd. involve a great requirement of

most Obed Servt. Jno. Buddle

Capital in the Purchase of Waggons, Horses, Sacks &c.
& above all – to meet the long Credit taken by the
Consumers of best Coals. This is not a new Plan – a
Mr. Montague the greatest C. Owner in this Country about
the end of the 16th. Century – treed & ruined himself
by it. Lee is something better & is at his duty again
I have no wish, or feeling, about W. Nicholson I nearly
mentioned him as doing the duty very well & thinking
if he merited it, your Ldp. wd. prefer promotion in the
Regiment. And I beg it to be distinctly understood that
[Bud-60-6]
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Walls-end 23d. Ap. 1843

My Lord

we must break-up My apprehension is that necessity is driving
some of the parties to-desperation. The state of the trade is

d

r

th

I have rec . y . Lordship’s Letter of the 18 .
with respect to trying the Experiment of larger Issues – it would
most assuredly fail. It is the Sale of the Coals in London

really alarming – if we go on with Regn. we shall make little
Profit – if it is broken-up we shall Suffer great loss.
Up to the present period this year, our Receipts are £7000

which Regulates our Issues – the Sales constitute the Cause – the

less, than they were up to the same time last year, while our

Issues are the Effect. This is clearly proved by the present State

Expences are only £16000 less – and we have a Debt of upwards

of the Market – take last Friday’s for example. 11 of Stewarts there

of £13000 standing against us at the Bank – at the ruinous

6 Sold -15 of the Lambton’s 6 Sold, 12 of Hetton 4 Sold - all at 20/ 6

Intt. of 6 P. Cent. This Intt. on the Bank Debt with all

That is to say, out of 38 Ships at Market, only 16 were Sold –

it’s Concomitants adds greatly to our working Charges which

shewing that there was more than twice the quantity of Coals

does not give the Colls. Fair-play. For the last 8 years, the

at market than was wanted. Cramming more upon it, by in-

cost of W. End & Eden-main, into the Ship, has been as follows

creasing the Issue, could only therefore have the effect of re-

1835 Vend 101,710 Ch. Cost 21/ 9¼ P. Ch.

ducing prices & bringing our freighted Ships upon [dennerrage]

6 – – 107,349 – – – – – 18/ 4½

These Charges are all

We have got matters put upon a better footing with the
Factors – but at home matters are by no means in a satios

factory State. The Kelloe & Garmondsway C . have greatly
exceeded their allowed Issues & have shirked our (the
Commees.) calls, at two Meetgs. Last Week to appear – to ex-

7 – – 113,584 – – – – – 20/ 8

put upon the best Coals

8 ––

92,964 – – – – – 22/ 1

as the prices we obtain

9 ––

88,446 – – – – – 21/ 9

for the Cost of working

1840 – –

77,453 – – – – – 23/ 0¾

and Shipping. If they

1 ––

79,379 – – – – – 23/ 0½

were included in the genl.

plain & Pay their Fines. Some others have done the same

1842 – –

A third & last Call is made upon them to appear to-

Appear on the Sale of them as is shewn by the following dissection

morrow & if it is not obeyed – nothing remains for the

of the Charges, including the Steam Coal.

ee

l

g

68,738 – – – – – 23/ 11½ average a heavy loss would

Wages P. Ch. P. Pay Bills £0..12..0 Includg. on Colly.

Comm . to do but to call a gen . Meet . to lay the
case before it. And if these Delinquents continue Conterm[

Materials – – – – – – – –

]

0.. 3..0

Railways

Rent & damaged Ground 0.. 2..0
Leading & Shipping – –

0.. 2..6 Including leadg. on Sundd.

Forward – – £ 0..19..6

& Shields R. Ways
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Brought forward 0..19..6
Hay & Corn – – – – –

But this could not possibly be endured for any length of time
and a new Regulation amongst the best Colls. at least would

0.. 1..6

Cesses & Taxes – – – 0.. 0..3
Salaries including

[54c]

follow – A revision of the extent of Royalties, powers of workg.

0.. 0..6

Selling the Steam Coal at
s

Surgery –

d

&c. would be called for, in order to establish the Bases of

18/- shews a loss 4 / 7 . P.

the Sevl. Colls. This I should dread, as from all those Colls.

Discount & Intt. – – –

0.. 0..6

Ch. upon the Sale – if they

possessing larger extents of Royalties – equal powers of working

Sundries deducting

0.. 0..4

are included in the general

and less produce of 2d. (Eden-main Coals) I should apprehend

Average of the Working Cost

our being placed at the bottom of the Scale.

Value of Small Coals
Cost P. Ch.

£1.. 2..7

These Charges apply to last

Year, but if we get the same Vend
this year, with the Reduction of Wages made, at the late Bindg.

I think I gather from yr. Ldp’s Letter that you wish to
have a Valn. of the whole property at the two parcels –
this will compel me to apply to J. Gregson for an Accot.

– especially if we can get a larger Proportion of the Steam Coal

of the purchase of certain Properties of which I

vended at Seaham – we shall be able to reduce the above Charges

have no accot. myself.

I have made a Calculation of the extreme powers of working

Potter gave me a tracing of the Kelloe Colly. Plan

m

and find it to be 150,000 Ch. of best Coals P.Ann . but to put

with our Kelloe Estate adjoing – by which it appears that

the Pits into Condition to do this would require a large Amot.

a Slip Dyke of about 45 to 50 Fm. to the So. runs thro’ the

to be laid out in Undergd. R.Ways &c. And on this increased

latter – laying the Smaller division next to their Colly. & which

quantity of the saving in Standing Expences would not exceed
s

they wish to take. As the line of the Trouble is not precisely
d

about 1/ 6 P. Ch. as we should have the D. & C-’s tentale of 1 / 10 .

the No. Acres [Connect] be ascertained which lies on the rise

to pay on 60,000 Ch. But supposed we Could work them

Side of it next them. It would appear to be about 1/5th.

Could they be vended – and at what price. Lambtons,

of the whole Estate. They will either take this part

Hetton, and now So. Hetton & Haswell – have powers fully

or the whole of the Estate. But as the Northern, or

equal to us. And they would no doubt, in such a state

larger Division, adjoins Thornley – 2y. Whether we might

d

of things as our making this effect w . produce – exert there

not

Powers and a ruinous Competition would, as in 1833 ensue
[Bud-60-6]
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55.
Newcastle 24th. Ap. 1843

not benefit, by raising a Competition. In the first place
I will learn their Notions about the Value of the lesser
Division. Potter tells me, they have got a splendid Hutton

My Dear Lord
I have deferred writing ‘till after our

Seam at Dalden – 5Ft. Thick, clean Coal. This has made N.

Committee Meetg. to day. We have now got matters put on

Wood & Co. Prick their Ears, about starting the Seaham

a more satisfactory footing with the Factors, as regards the

Winning I hope your Lordship may succeed in

best Coals – but difficulties still exist with Respect to the 2d.

obtaining a trial of our Steam Coal in France

Class Ho. Keeper’s Coals – which it is desirable to bring into

At the Collieries all matters are going on well – only

the same Circle as the best as to the rules of sale in Londn.

too little to do. I have received an

But the difficulty of doing so is very great – they are

intimation that I shall be called upon, as

so numerous & the most of their Owners, as well as the

a Witness on a Trial, in Dublin, on the

Ship-owners, are so poor & pinched that it is difficult to

th

get them to with-hold the Sales of their Cargoes – to suit

14 May. This will afford me an opportunity
r

c

of a Conference with M . M Donnell, who will meet me

the state of the Market. We have had very great difficulty

there – probably, on his way to London. I don’t think

with the Kelloe & Garmondsway Cos. from either an accidental

we have any local News at present that will interest

or wilful mistake, in largely Over vending – they have

your Lordship

agreed to abate the quantity, over-vended, out of their

I have the honour to be
My Lord

future Issues but boggle at paying the Fine which is

Your Lordships

large. The matter was to have been decided to day, but

t

owing to the death of Jno. Burrells Sister – he being the

Most Obed . Servant
Jno. Buddle

The

Representative of Garmondsway – he could not attend, so

Marqs. of Londonderry

the business is put off, ‘till next Monday’s Meetg.

&c. &c. &c.

There are some other irregularities committed as well
as the above, and unless the Committee can get them
Satisfactorily arranged next Mondy. they will call a

[Bud-60-6]
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general meetg. & bring those delinquencies before the

even on its present unsatisfactory The Cost P. Ch.

whole trade – when the parties must either submit to obey

of Shipping our Coals for the last 8 years, has as follows

the Rules, or we must break-up. And I own, that altho’

1835 Vend 101,710 Ch. Cost 21/ 9¼ P. Ch.

ee

6 – – 107,349 – – – – – 18/ 4½

These Charges are all put

able to keep the Reg . on it’s Legs for a while, I cannot

7 – – 113,584 – – – – – 20/ 8

upon the best W.E. and Eden

but think, that it will break down, at no very distant

8 ––

92,964 – – – – – 22/ 1

main Coals – leaving out

period – for altho’ we may be able to maintain price, the

9 ––

88,446 – – – – – 21/ 9

the Steam Coals, as the prices

1840 – –

77,453 – – – – – 23/ 0¾

as obtain for them barely

very many Coll . will work to positive loss. And this they

1 ––

79,379 – – – – – 23/ 0½

pay the cost of the working &

wont continue to do without making a desperate plunge

1842 – –

we may be able, by dint of exertion in the Comm . be
n

Issues, are so reduced that we shall make little Profit, and
s

68,738 – – – – – 23/ 11½ Shipping. If we include

them – the Cost P. Ch. will

to better themselves by obtaining larger Vends, at lower prices
in the hope of beating some of their Neighbours out of the

be as nearly as may be accorded to the last years Accts.

Field. Great distress to all and ruin to many must re-

as under

sult from such a desperate step.

Wages P. Pay Bills P.Ch.

£0..12..0 Including leadg. on

Materials – – – – – – – – – – 0.. 3..0

I have calculated our extreme power of working &

Colly. Railways

find it to be about 150,000 of best Coals P. Ann. and

Rent & damaged Grod. – –

0.. 2..0

the Saving it would produce on 90,000 Ch. would be, (on

Leading & Shipping – – – –

0.. 2..6

Including leading to.

the Standing Expences) about 2/- P. Ch. But as we should

Cesses & Taxes exclusive of

0.. 0..3

Sunderland & Shields

Income Tax – – – –

have the Dean & Chap. Tentale 1/10 P. Ch. to pay on all
d

d

above 90,000 – we sh . only Save 2 . P. Ch. on the remaing.

Salaries including Surgery

0.. 0..6

From the reduction

60,000 Ch. which would only leave an average Saving on

Discount & Interest – – –

0.. 0..6

of Wages recently made

the whole of 1s/ 31/5 P. Ch. This shews clearly that a

Sundries deducting value of 0.. 0..4
Small Coals – –

great reduction of price, on a large quantity would
n

Hay & Corn – – – – – – – –

place us in a worse position, than continuing the Reg .

getting quit of the
Freeman, and charge

0.. 1..6
£ 1.. 2..7

in the leading of the
Coals – together with

the reduction in the Prices of materials & Forage, I do
hope that we shall be able to reduce the above – altho’ we
do lose the Lambton Leadg. (£1400 to £1500 a Year) and
have the Income tax to pay. I have written the foregoing particulars to Ld. L. which I should expect will make
[Bud-60-6]
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56.
Walls-end 30th. April 1843

him seriously weigh the Consequences of breaking up the
Regn. and shew him, that it is not for us to be the
st

1 . to break it, or to break faith with our Allies. We are
by no means in a Condition to go to War, and carry

My Lord
I had the honour to receive your Ldp’s
Letter of the 26th. yesterday. And I expect your Ldp. would

on our trade to a positive loss. If we are forced into

about the same time re[ceive] Rt. Anderson’s of the 27th. on the

it we cannot help it – but I have always been of opinion

Affair of the Contract Coals for L orient I scarcely expect

that we ought to sail with the current, and not to take

this Contract can be accomplished, owing to the Shortness of the

d

an independent line. L . L. cannot have forgot the re-

notice – but it may pave the way for larger transactions

sult of his faulse policy in 1832 & 1833 the effects of which he

In future. Indeed unless we could obtain very large Con-

is now, & will during the remainder of his life suffer

tracts, I think it would be better for dribblets of [4]000 tons

from. I saw Potter, last Sa. & have got a Plan of

or so – to supply the Contractors – as for such small quantities

the Kelloe Colly. Boundy. Adjoining our Kelloe from him

it would not be worth while appointing Agents – paying

You may expect shortly to hear more on this subject.

Deposits &c. the Factors Board System is now

d

working very well for the best Coals – they are Keeping the

L . L. has urged Hunter to go to London & he starts next
Thursday – he goes with a very bad heart, on accot. of the

prices up at 20/ 6 & 20/ 9 which as we are getting Ships

difficulty of arranging with the Creditors to take part

at 6/ 6 Freight, leaves us rather better than the Full

Cash & long winded Bills. This must ultimately end

price of 30/ 6 P. Ch. for the Coals. This is very well

th

in ruin. It is reported that Hed . Lambton is dead

as to Price; but it is incompatible with liberal Issues –

if so, I wonder who will succeed him in the North

We cannot possibly obtain both high prices and large Issues

division of the Co.

I am my dear Sir

I have therefore, arrived at the conclusion, in my own

Your’s very Sincerely
Ed. McDonnell Esqr.

mind that under the Present position of our Affairs –

Jno. Buddle

our most prudent Course is to adhere, to Regulation, as
long as we can obtain the present prices for the Coals
– even at a diminished Vend. I named in my last
the difficulty we had with the Kelloe & Garmondsway

[Bud-60-6]
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Co. & others. We did not get the Garmondsway Case gone
y

t

o

[56b]
shy – he starts for London this morning.

into last Mond . as on Acco . of the death of Jn . Burrell’s

Hunter started for London, on Wed Evening

Sister (he being Representative) he could not attend. And

All matters going on well at the Colls. and we have

he has since been called to London – but they have pulled-up
d

little difficulty in getting Ships at 6/ 6 Freight – but if

and think they can make out a Strong Case – why they sh .

Coals Keep their present prices, I expect the Ship-owners

not be fined. I don’t know hope the matter may end – and

will purchase again on their own Accot. which is

whether it may break us up, or not.

the legitimate way of carrying on the Trade.

I expected to have seen Potter yesterday, on the Kelloe

It is Reported & I believe from good authority

affair, but he was prevented being in N. Castle, in consequence
n

that the Trimdon great Winning has proved

of an explosion in the Braddyll-Pit – which Killed the Overm .

an entire Failure The N. Castle

and other two Men. I will however endeavour to have

Joint-Stock Bank (not ours) it is said

communication with him, during the Course of the Week

hold it in Security for £1500,000 !!!

I will also continue my researches Amongst the old

Those Joint Stock Banks have done

Accots. to endeavour to obtain data, to the value

incalcuable mischief, by affording pecuniary

of the Property at the two Periods

Aid to wild Reckless Speculators

Had a meeting with Morton, Donkin, N. Wood &

I have the honour to be

Philipson yesterday – and got them to agree to give up

My Lord

the Silksworth & Offerton Coal – which will relieve

Your Lordships

as the dead – rent – and we are already relieved from

Most obedt. faithful Servt.

our share of all the Seaton Coal – dead Rent.

The

Jno. Buddle

Marqs. of Londonderry

The Hetton Party seem Anxious to commence the
Seaham Winning – but I think Morton Fights rather

&c. &c. &c.
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[57a]
th

Walls-end 30 . Ap. 1843
My dear Lord
I recd. your Letters of the 23d. & 25th. Yesterdy.

have seen Potter in N. Castle Yesterday, on the Kelloe Affair
but he was prevented from getting to Town, in consequence
of an explosion, in the Braddyll Pit, which Killed the Overman

with respect to the question of the Limestone Quarries alluded

7 other two Men – but I will endeavour to communicate

to, I don’t think the Tenants, under the Reservations in the

with him thro’ the course of this Week.

I have another day’s Work with N. Wood, on the

Leases, have a shadow of Claim to the Limestone.
d

Limestone being a Mineral & which Can be, and is manufact .

N. Hetton Colly. Valuation – we have to meet again at the

into another substance, is clearly a mineral, and therefore

Colly. next Wed when I hope we will be able to finish

falls within the meaning of the Reservation. But inde-

the job. I am sorry to say that the Coals have fallen out of

pendantly of this – the Reservations, in the Grant of the 17th.

favour in London & are exceedingly difficult of Sale.

May 1738 – includes all Quarries and Royalties whatsoever

I had a Meetg. with Morton, Donkin, Wood & Philipson

This I think puts the matter beyond all doubt

yesterday & got them to give up, the Silksworth & Offerton

The Board of Factors is now working very well, as they

Coal-Leases, which will save us about £700 for our

are Keeping-up the prices of the best Coals, at 20/ 6 & 20/ 9

Share of Certain Rent Annly. The Hetton Party seem

and as we are getting Ships at 6/ 6 Freight – this will leave us

anxious to commence the Seaham Winning – but Morton

the full price of 30/ 6 P. Ch. for the Coals. If matters remain

seems shy about it – he has gone to London to day

steady at this Standard I expect, the Ship-owners, will soon

As to the Sale of N. Hetton Colly. it may probably be

t

take to buying the Coals again on their own Acco . and rid

beneficial to employ J. Gregson to look-out for a

us of the nuisance of freighting. We have not yet got

Purchaser – but it will be soon enough to decide this

os

matters settled with the Kelloe & Garmondsway C . – they

point, when we meet in London. The Lawyers write

think they can make out a sufficient Strong Case, to

that the trial, which I have to attend, comes on in

shew that they ought not to pay their Fines. This point

Dublin, on the 16th. May.

has to be mooted with the Commee. I expected to

Hunter started for London last Wed Eveng. I
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58.

wish he may Keep all right – he went off like a Man going

[58]
Walls-end Sunday Morng.
7th. May 1843

to execution – I really believe he is afraid to meet the
Creditors.
It is reported that the Trimdon great

My Lord
I had the honour to receive your

Winng. as proved an entire failure – the N. Castle Joint-

Lordship’s Letter of the 4th. Yesterday – and am glad

Stock Bank have it in Security for £150,000 – not our

to learn that your Lordship expects to be at home so

Bank. I have a Letter of the 27th. from Ld. L.

soon, and hope this will find you all safe & well at

he is making great exertions, to get our Coal trial

H. House. The Factors Board is now working very

in the French Marine. He seems very low and writes

well & the prices of the best Coals are Keeping very steady

in bad Spirits.

c

r

I am my D . Sir

which is disposing the Ship-owners to think of buying

Your’s very Sincerely

on their own Accot. again & some have actually done

Jno. Buddle

so, at Seaham, last Week – Still the Sales are Short

r

which causes Short Issues, also. For the 1st. Fortnight

E. M Donnell Esq .

this Mo. the Issue is only 21 P. m.
Matters are in train of Settlement with the Kelloe
& Garmondsway Co’s – and they are now conforming to
the rules – the difference with them, is for what happened last year, while the Settlement of their Bases
was under Reference.
I have made a comparative Estimate of the
Value of the Property in 1819 & 1843 and will
send your Lordship a Copy by to-morrow’s Post
But I must observe that it is the most unsatis[Bud-60-6]
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Document I was ever Called upon to produce to your

was getting on well with his work & expected to be at

Lordship, as it is almost entirely founded on hypothe-

home to-morrow

tical data – and can therefore, only be considered as

We commence the widening of the Rail-

a Rude guess, as the Value of the Property, at this

ways to-morrow Week – I have let the work, in

time – when hardly any Colly. Property whatever can

Sections & expect it will be finished in ten days.

be valued, at more than what the Stock of Materials

I got a Subpoena & must be in Dublin next

is worth. I must therefore beg of your Lordship to

Sa. [Pact query ]

I have the honour to be

consider the Calculations alluded to as merely a

My Lord

rude approximation and not as a formal Valuation

Your Lordships

to which I should Sign my Name, as my decided

Most obedt. faithful Servt.

opinion. The valuation of the Colls. is made ac-

Jno. Buddle

cording to the present aspect of the Trade, and
might, therefore, be greatly changed for better, or for

The Marqs. of Londonderry
&c. &c. &c.

worse – if made this time Twelve Month
I have seen Potter the Kelloe Viewer – he is
preparing to make an offer for the N. Nook of
Kelloe Coal – but cannot complete it ‘till he confers with
Rawsthorne and Jno. Burrell who are in London – but
will return in a Week. The Explosion was in the old
or So. Hetton (Snippers Gate) Colly.
I recd. a Line from Hunter last Fridy. to say he
[Bud-60-6]
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[59a]
Newcastle 9th. May1843

My Dear Sir

War without incurring it, I cannot Comprehend.
In looking over my Calculations, I find I had made

d

th

I have rec . your Letters of the 4 . &

an error, in the value of Ld. L_’s property, at the two

5th. I have recd. a Subpoena, to Dublin on Sa. and

periods – The excess of Value in 1843 on the Colls. &c. is

must start from Hence, on Friday Morng. I cannot

only £65128 and the deficiency on the Estates is £71800

therefore take Glenarm in my way – but could do so on

leaving a deficiency on the whole of £6672.

my return. I am to go to Gresham’s Hotel Dublin

I have made a Valuation of the Dormant Coal

where I shall be glad to receive a Note from you, and

Amot. £82689 But of this Ld. L. has only acquired

if you wish it, I will either proceed to Glenarm, or meet

Seaham £44000. I will shew you particulars when

you at Belfast – after the Lawyers are done with me at

we meet. I sent Ld. L. those Calculations yesterday

Dublin, of which I will give you the earliest intelligence

which will no doubt greatly disappoint him.

th

I observe all you say in your long Letter of the 4 .

I have a Letter from his Ldp. to day. dated Boulogne the
th

but as I hope to have the pleasure of personal com-

7 . he has prevailed with the French minister of Ma-

munication with you so soon – I will defer my com-

rine to try 100 tons of our Steam Coal. I have also

ments thereon, at present. Your view of the state of

a Letter from Hunter, to say that he has done all he

the Coal-trade, and it’s future prospects are in perfect

can do without fresh instructions from Ld. L. whom he

accordance with my own. War is I believe at no

expected last Evg. and that he will be able to start

great distance – but we are to prepare for it

for home to-morrow

I cannot tell. The idea of incurring further debt, is

The whole Body of Pitmen are holding Secret meetings – and at many Collieries – have stinted

Frightful, and how we are to find the Sinews of

their Work, as in 1831. A very active Delegate
of the name of Swallow, has been accepted amongst
[Bud-60-6]
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60.
Walls-end 4th. June 1843

for 3 or 4 Months Lecturing & teaching them some
System of Union, And I by no means think, it
unlikely that we shall have an out-break, ‘eer long
The Factors are managing to Keep up the prices of

My dear Sir
I recd. your’s of the 29th. Ulto. in
the usual Course. And I yesterday had a meeting with Messrs.

the best Coals – but Sales are Short, and I am

Morton & Wood, on the N. Hetton Sale Affair. Donkin was

informed that mixing inferior Coals with them

prevented from attending by illness & Philipson by Business

is now being carried to greater extent

from attending. We drew up a Mem. of which the en-

than ever it was before – the

closed is a Copy – to be submitted to yourself & the other pro-

temptation from the difference of

prietors. Wood has to be in London 9 or ten days, so

Prices is so great

that it seems likely we may meet him, there and get this
r

I am my D . Sir
Your’s very Sincerely

Affair finally arranged – in the mean time Morton willl
earn Col. Grey’s Sentiments upon it.

Jno. Buddle

I think I gather from yr. Letter that you will start

Edwd. McDonnell Esqr.

for London, about the end of this Week, in which case
I shall expect to have to meet you there about the
middle of the Week following.
I have scarcely heard from Ld. L. since my return, ‘till
yesterday when I received one written in a very testy
humour – finding fault with every thing & every thing
wrong – giving me the blame oblique for various Acts
of mismanagement. [Contracting] for the Ropes, for a

[Bud-60-6]
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the year is wrong. Not lighting the Harbour with Gas is

give the work to a Man, who is not himself a Roper,

wrong, not establishing a Market at the Harbour is wrong

and has the whole business to learn & commence de nova

in short nothing is right, but the allowing of the Rail-

It is really very annoying to have such stuff to write about

way above all is furthest wrong. In short it is an absurd

and explain, when matters of infinitely greater & vital im-

Letter, and has evidently been written under the influence of

portance press. But Ld. L. will never learn anything like

a fit of the Spleen. The exciting Cause seems to have

common discretion & discrimination in such like matters

been a Letter from Davidson a Solicitor at Stockton, offering

The affairs of the C. Trade are by no means improving

to take Seaham Ropery – late Spence’s, if he could have

the No. of unsold Ships are greatly accommodating

a preference for the Colly. orders for Ropes The application is

in London, in consequence of which the

o

for a Person of the name of Bell & attorney at S . Shields

Commee. could only issue 17 P. m. for the

This man applied to me ten days ago, to inquire if I

1st. Fortt. of June – which is Starvation, and

would give him the Roping of the Colls. in which case he

I apprehand it will be impossible to maintain

would take the Ropery. I told him the Rope Contract
was let for the Current year – but that if he took the
s

Ropery & could supply the Coll . with Rope, as good, and

the Factors Board System, in London, & that we
shall soon be all at Sea again.
The Pitmens Union is gaining Strength lately, and

as cheap, as other people – Should undoubtedly, as a

if the Troops are taken away to Ireland, we shall

tenant have a preference. This answer of mine has been

immediately have an Out-break. I write in haste

t

and remain My Dr. Sir Your’s very Sincerely

handed to my Lord, and has bro . down all his wrath

Jno. Buddle

for me. Only think of the absurdity of being asked
to break a Contract entered into on the 1st. Jany. and to

E. McDonnell Esqr.
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Dear Sir
I will feel much Pleasure in calling
[the rest of page is Blank]
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[61a]
J.B. Atkinson
[Signature, with rest of page Blank]

